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RUEFUL PANTIES
A Rufus novella
Rufus travels to an art museum with nothing but a can of spray
paint, graffiti stencils, artistic vision, and a very particular four
million dollar target. Will Rufus be able to take on the
establishment and prove he is avant-garde? Or will his exgirlfriend destroy everything?

ONE
"Sir--excuse me!"
Rufus slowly opened his eyes and looked up into the flight
attendant's face; she was an attractive woman.
"Are we there yet?" he asked.
"Sir, please don't fart in the cabin," she said.
"What?"
"Farting: please use the lavatory, not the cabin, sir."
"I didn't fart," Rufus said and looked around. A middleaged businessman caught his eye, blushed, and continued to read
the inflight magazine.
"Yes, you did; we all heard you."
"You must be joking!" Rufus said, "I'm an artist, not a
farter! The phrase 'artsy-fartsy' isn't literal!"
"Sir, we are all painfully aware of your stench; I'm just
thankful we've touched down finally in New York City and the
cabin doors will be open soon. If I could, I'd roll down a window,
but what with cabin pressure and all, I cannot."
Rufus searched her eyes for a twinkle. This couldn't be a
real conversation that was really happening, but it was. It really
was happening, so there must be some explanation, some hidden
joke that he wasn't understanding.
"You must be joking," he said again, but with less
confidence.
"Do you see a twinkle in my eye?"
"No."

She made a face that said, "You stupid little child: I told
you." Rufus knew the face well: his mother made it often.
"I didn't fart, okay?"
"Sir, the lavatory is vacant. Please, do us all a favor and
use it if you need to fart."
"I'm an artist, okay? I rise above the common man, and
farts are one of the most common things that men do: ask him,"
Rufus pointed across the aisle at the businessman, "He would fart:
farts are his common currency--he's a businessman."
Rufus took out a handkerchief and wiped his forehead.
"You have saliva, just there," the attendant pointed at the
corner of Rufus' mouth.
"Just... leave me alone."
"We don't approve of inflight farting on this airline."
"Why don't you just leave me alone, huh?" said Rufus
again, but this time added a rhetorical twist. Rhetorical questions
like this one had become a powerful weapon in Rufus's repertoire;
few of his peers could match his rhetorical skills, and the flight
attendant was not equal to the challenge. She turned and walked
away.
Rufus sat back in his chair and sulked. He couldn't believe
that this woman was accusing him of farting when anyone could
have done it. Why him? Couldn't she see that he was artistic and
sensitive?
Lost in thought, Rufus did not observe her walk to her

coworker, giggle, and accept a twenty dollar bill. Ah, okay then. It
was just as well that Rufus didn't notice the money exchange
hands: so much was at stake the next few days. Rufus needed to
focus. He needed to devote his whole heart to his art and prove
himself worthy of Dermot.
Rufus sat quietly for a few moments and slowly awoke; he
let the full awareness of his artistic talent wash over him. He
fluffed his hair and, using the handkerchief, finally scraped off the
saliva from the corner of his mouth. It was really hard and it
begrudged him, but he won out. It was a small testament to the
deep existential truth that, you know, you shouldn't give up no
matter the odds. No matter how hard the saliva, you can win--but
only if you don't give up. If you can only push through, keep
going, stay positive, and always follow your heart, you'll win out
over any obstacle--even dried saliva at the corner of your mouth.
"How long have you been sleeping," he asked himself
aloud.
"Huh?" the businessman asked from across the aisle.
"Oh, I'm just talking to myself," Rufus said, "I dreamed
about my mommy. I have to stop dreaming about her, but I can't."
"Oh."
"Over the last few weeks I've been forcing away a
nightmare, but this was the third time this week I've had the
dream--always the same dream. I had it once at the lake house,
once in LA at my mother's cosmetics company (I fell asleep on

her office sofa), and now today on my flight to NYC. I can't
ignore it any longer: I have to see a therapist or, worse, get
religion."
"Is that so?"
"I'm speaking with my tongue in my cheek."
"Oh, are you?"
"Do you know that expression? To speak with one's
tongue in one's cheek?"
"Yeah."
"I don't really need a therapist or religion: I just need art.
I'm an artist."
"I heard you."
"I know my art will overcome every obstacle, even my
deep-seated neuroses, but everyday they--the dreams--seem to be
getting worse, and for an artist with my potential... that is a bad
thing indeed. The world needs my work, now more than ever.
How can I do important work if I'm crippled with neurotic
dreams?"
"I don't know," the man said as he absentmindedly turned
a page of the inflight magazine.
"These aren't average dreams, okay? The dream is about
my mom dancing in her panties atop a bar counter. With dollar
bills in her bra."
"What color?"
"They are painful dreams; painful, deep-seated things,

indeed."
"What color?"
"What do you mean?"
"What color were her panties--in the dream?"
"They were pink. Why?"
"I just want to imagine it better," the man leaned back and
closed his eyes.
"Stop that this instant! You are imagining... my mother!"
"One man's mother is another man's plaything."
"Oh, my goodness, this conversation is just like, oh my
goodness, like," said Rufus as he sat back, closed his own eyes,
plugged his ears with his fingers, and began making humming
noises to drown out all other noises. The businessman opened one
eye to see what Rufus was doing and smiled.
"At least he was asleep for some of the flight," said
another passenger.
"Yeah, but the rest of the time was torture," said the
businessman.
For his part, Rufus looked frustrated: he knit his brow,
hummed loudly, and withdrew into himself. No doubt he was
frustrated with himself for telling strangers about his neurotic
dreams. As a soon-to-be famous artist, he should have more selfrespect. Rufus pulled a finger out of his ear and fluffed his hair.
He put the finger back in his ear.
The plane taxied to the terminal and the movable-

walkway-thingy connected to the plane; the passengers all stood
up and grabbed their carry on luggage, but not Rufus. No, Rufus
smiled to himself and stayed seated. The other passengers stood in
a queue for ten minutes while he remained seated and gathered his
strength for the descent into NYC. While the passengers in
economy class began restlessly eyeing the front of the plane,
Rufus relaxed and, presumably, thought about how someday he
would have his own private jet. Someday.
Finally the queue began to move and Rufus stood up, took
his carry on bag, and slung it over his shoulder--all gracefully
artistic gestures. Not like the other passengers at all: Rufus was an
artist and everything he did was artistic. As he passed the flight
attendant, she smiled sincerely and said, "Please don't eat beans
before you fly; and, remember, there are medications you can take
to eliminate flatulence completely."
The flight attendant giggled and high-fived her coworker.
Rufus sighed heavily and stepped off the plane. He
immediately felt the heat of the September summer in NYC. Even
inside the movable-hallway-thingy that attached to the airplane,
he could feel the heat. August hadn't really let go yet. He shaded
his eyes from the glint of the sunlight on the airport terminal
windows and, shouldering his carry on, walked behind the other
passengers--but at an ironic distance so as not to appear to belong
to the cattle of the majority.
It wasn't long before he felt a trickle of sweat run down his

spine but he pursed his lips and ran a hand through his hair:
hopefully the humidity wouldn't force it flat atop his brow.
"Why did they high-five one another just then?" he asked
rhetorically, but he didn't know the answer.

TWO
Rufus knew he would be bombarded by advertisements as
he entered the terminal, and he was. Rufus had long since become
immune to the desires that startled the cattle of the majority into
stampeding to buy clichés. Truly, his was a road less traveled and
it made all the difference. He glanced up at the departures board
and saw international flights to Paris, London, Moscow, Rome,
and Rio de Janeiro: less traveled to places, places where he could
be free to be a powerful artist, places he would one day visit, live
in, and fall in love multiple times with different gorgeous women
on a weekly basis, or maybe even daily if he felt like it. But not
today, not now. No, today he was headed to his college campus to
enact an important work of art. He had work to do. Important
work. Love could wait another day.
Just to be ironic he entered a duty-free shop and walked
through the aisles: tobacco, whisky, whiskey, perfume, all the
products that meant so much to the masses. None of it made him
feel anything more than disdain; he cast his eyes over it all with
contempt--but suddenly he saw the chocolate and something
inside of him, a little voice, spoke to him--in French--and he
smiled.
"Oui, oui. Someday I'll live in Paris and eat chocolate like
this, but from a street vendor," he murmured as he fingered the
chocolate bar: "an authentic street vendor, sans cliché, sans this
place," and he looked around at the airport, which was just so

cliché, you know?
The chocolate was ten dollars: a cheap price to pay for
feeling close to one's dreams: he bought the chocolate and let the
chocolate melt in his mouth, not his hand--which was difficult
because it was such a hot day and the terminal air conditioner had
presumably malfunctioned or the airport administration wanted to
annoy everyone.
He followed his fellow travelers to the baggage claim but
he did it with a zest they didn't have. His fellow travelers
obediently took their places around the luggage belt and waited
like cattle at the feed box. Rufus cast his eye over them once
again and noticed how bovine they all were: a group of European
tourists wearing sandals with white socks, American tourists also
wearing sandals with white socks, and a number of business
people returning home--or headed into the city to make business
deals--each wearing a baggy, dark suits, ugly tie, and white socks.
"Why is everyone wearing white socks?" Rufus asked
rhetorically.
The crowd shuffled forwards as the belt came to life and
the bags appeared. The European tourists had small bags which
took little handling; the American, huge bags they struggled
against with fat McFingers; the business people were efficient and
calculated, but were still business people, so Rufus disdained
them, too.
Each business person was wheeling and dealing. Each was

pulling at the bootstraps of late Capitalism and each was hopeful
to exit the mud and all that. In a way, Rufus was doing the same,
only his bootstraps were art, his mud wasn't commerce, but
human existence itself, and he didn't wear white socks, so, really,
he was categorically different, and he would reject the
comparison, but comparisons make it easier to explain things and
Rufus was super hard to explain so a simple comparison can help
a lot. Rufus was an existential anomaly. Truly he was a wild
mustang of art standing in an open pasture, in which also stood
some cows. That's how it was. That's what Rufus was like that day
in the airport.
He took his phone from his pocket and thumbed it to life.
"Oh, yeah," he murmured as he realized the phone was
dead: he had forgotten the power cord at his mother's lake house
two days ago and had sapped its strength yesterday searching
pictures of Gazelle, his go-to supermodel. He put it back into his
pocket and waited.
Eventually, all the other passengers had their bags and had
departed, but Rufus didn't see his anywhere; he, again, pulled out
his phone, but, again, remembering it was dead, put it back in his
pocket. Embarrassed with himself, he looked around abstractly;
he wasn't sure what else to do, so he kept looking ironic. When in
doubt, disengage emotionally.
"Attention, attention," said a voice over the loudspeaker,
"will Ruefulous Poo, please come to the security checkpoint in

baggage claim. Ruefulous Poo, please come to the baggage claim
security checkpoint."
Rufus approached the security checkpoint.
"Hi, I heard my name over the loudspeaker."
"Are you," the guard paused to read, "Ruefulous Poo?"
"It is pronounced pug like the dog."
"ID?"
Rufus offered his student ID.
"What kind of name is Ruefulous?"
"I go by Rufus for short."
"A student? What do you study?"
"Art."
"Art?" the guard laughed: "Why would anyone study art?"
Rufus fluffed his hair and shifted his weight to his other
foot.
"I'm not just anyone," he explained.
"Okay, whatever. So, we found your bag: it caught inside
of the conveyer belt and sustained damage. The guys put it into a
trash bag for you. Most of your personal items are there--I guess.
Not sure though. Here you go."
The guard handed over a trash bag.
"Sustained damage?"
"Yep."
"SUSTAINED DAMAGE!"
"Yeah, look for yourself. It really did."

"This was my grandfather's bag: it was a gift from Rudolf
Lauren and was literally the same bag used on the literal runway
literally summer of nineteen sixty."
"Yeah, and it literally sustained damage."
The words sustained damage meant that the bag was torn
into three pieces and his personal items were covered in the grease
and grime of the tarmac.
"Look at this," and Rufus held up a pair of dirty
underwear, "These are not silken or fresh. How am I supposed to
change; how am I supposed to, to, to work?"
"Those look like a woman's pink panties."
Rufus looked down at his hand and saw that it was true: he
held a pair of panties in his hand: probably his mother's. He
dropped them quickly and wiped his hand on his trousers.
"Well," Rufus said sarcastically, "my mother's maid must
be an idiot, too."
Rufus meant the "too" to sting; he stood looking angrily at
the guard for a moment.
"Wait," said the officer, "let me see--wait: yep, just as I
thought: this toiletry," the guard selected one, "is too big," and the
officer whisked Rufus' prized bottle of exfoliating facial scrub out
of the trash bag.
"That is my prized bottle of exfoliating facial scrub!"
"It is too big."
"No, it isn't! I've already passed through security! I've

already taken my flight!"
"I can't let you take this facial scrub; I'm sorry; it is a
security risk."
"It is only three ounces!"
"No, that says five ounces: I can read."
"You bastard!"
"Wait. Let me see here--wait, yep, just as I thought: this
second toiletry is too big, too."
"You, you...!"
"I'll have to trash this bottle of," and the officer turned the
bottle and squinted reading the label: "anti-aging, doublemoisturizing, hibiscus-and-goat-milk facial rejuvenation cream."
Rufus swallowed hard; Rufus had taken great pains to
steal that bottle of anti-aging, double-moisturizing, hibiscus-andgoat-milk facial rejuvenation cream from his mother's bathroom
and planned to ration it for the next two months. This was a tragic
blow.
"You..., you...," but Rufus held his tongue, grabbed the
trash bag in hand, turned away, and took the road less traveled.
The cattle of the majority would complain, fight, stampede, or
unleash sarcasm, but not Rufus; no, he would store up all these
little things in his heart and put them into his artwork: someday
this officer would pay and dearly. Someday.
"Have a great day," Rufus said.
"You too," said the officer.

Rufus blinked back tears as he pulled the trash bag higher
up his shoulder and made his way towards the exit. As he stepped
out into the sweltering heat of September, he instinctively smelled
his armpit and realized the worst: body odor.

THREE
Lance Kenneth replaced the receiver of the telephone that
linked him to the university administration. He leaned back in his
chair. He turned to his computer screen, double-clicked on
Dermot Dermot's faculty page, and opened the tasteful black and
white headshot of the same. The photo looked great: Dermot
Dermot looked tanned, healthy, yoga practicing, in the prime of
health, yet with the salt and pepper of wisdom at his temples. All
in all a formidable enemy and Lance wasn't taking any chances.
Lance clicked through the faculty photo album.
"Ah, there you are, Rufus," he said.
Lance opened a photo of Dermot Dermot and Ruefulous
Pugh at a faculty event from a year before. They knew one
another: there was no doubt, and they would probably work
together on whatever Dermot was planning, but what was Dermot
planning? That was the question Lance didn't know how to
answer.
Lance had worked his way up from a New Jersey
community college ten years ago and had saved his pennies ever
since to buy a flat in Manhattan, so he wasn't about to let all that
hard work go to waste. He knew Dermot was up to something and
nothing would shake the suspicion.
Lance was not having a good day: not good at all, and it
wasn't just his hemorrhoid. He was on edge existentially, a
nervousness that he shared with the entire art museum. The final

preparations to ensure a brilliant academic year were underway,
with an enormous amount of work that needed to be done and
barely enough time to do it all in. A hemorrhoid is a small price to
pay for a successful academic career and that career's arse was on
the line. Literally.
The eyes of the art world would be watching, and national
prestige was at stake. Lance had spoken with the dean as he came
to work that very morning, and the dean had been absolutely
clear: the consequences for failure--any failure, no matter how
seemingly insignificant--had been made starkly obvious: there
would be no tenure track for any professors unless the school was
able to ensure the funding from the federal government to help
cover rising tuition, which the administration had purposefully
inflated to increase enrollment. The strategy had worked: students
assumed they would get what they pay for, and enrollment was at
an all-time high, but that meant the pressure was on and the
faculty had to produce and produce big: the museum gala was the
opening number. The consequences for failure were
unemployment, moving to Brooklyn--or worse, the Midwest--and,
and...
Lance couldn't think of anything worse than the Midwest.
He had visited the Midwest; he had sent enemies of the state
there. The prospect of a one-way trip was more than enough to
focus the mind.
Lance selected Dermot's image and sent it to the printer.

He placed the photo on his desk, and studied it again. There was
something about Dermot that made Lance nervous, but he could
not decide what it was. Maybe it was because Dermot had just
called the museum and purchased a painting? Lance knew the
painting was crap, so why did Dermot buy it? There had to be
some purpose, some ulterior motive.
On the one hand, this purchase was an olive branch, an act
of goodwill showing Dermot welcomed Lance into the faculty and
supported his decisions, his vision, his aesthetic... but there was
something... something wasn't right. But what?
Lance picked up the telephone and placed a call to Carlos
Branchy of the Tiempos literary department. Carlos was Lance's
deputy of aesthetics and business partner in a few off-beat
projects, including an off-off Broadway musical slated to win
some great reviews that fall.
"Yes," answered Carlos.
"What do we know about Dermot Dermot?"
"I don't understand the question."
"He just bought a portrait from us, and I want to know
everything you can tell me about him: his aesthetics, his goals, his
political affiliations. He's up to something."
"Okay, I can get you his dossier here at the Tiempos. All I
know off the top of my head is his yoga work."
"Can you get me the dossier today?"
"Sure, but I need something in return."

"Anything."
"That intern, the cute one with the curly hair."
"I understand."
They ended the call and Lance sat back and cracked his
knuckles nervously. He looked at his hands and noticed one
fingernail that needed biting. He bit it vengefully, ripping the
unneeded piece of nail off, and spat it into the cold void of the
trashcan, which was apropos of how he felt in the universe: like a
little nail spinning and spinning along a trajectory that nature and
his stupid parents had set for him.
No; he would not go gently into the universal trash bucket.
He had worked too long and too hard to have some saucy yoga
professor--or his protégé art student--get in his way now: there
was no way in Hades he was moving to Brooklyn, or the
Midwest, not after all the time he'd spent brown-nosing the
administration; no, he'd show them all what he could do, and no
one--not even Dermot Dermot--would stand in his way.

FOUR
Rufus waited outside in the heat for a taxi, but he wasn't
sure how long because his phone was still dead. His hair began to
wilt a little, so it was like five minutes. Eventually, one turned up:
a new yellow hybrid, which wasn't as Romantic as he had hoped.
Rufus usually used his mother's chauffeur when he was in New
York, but his mommy was being difficult, so that meant a taxi
ride. Taxis have a real Romantic allure--or they can--but a hybrid
is tacky and you could see that Rufus was disappointed because of
the look in his eyes when the taxi pulled to the curb.
"Manhattan" he commanded, as he sank into the backseat
with his trash bag in his lap. The cab pulled away, and, as they
entered traffic--traffic that would lead Rufus to the artistic
battleground of his New York--Rufus looked back at the airport.
"Someday," Rufus said, and shook his head. The gravity
of his voice and the fire in his eyes all spoke volumes about the
revenge he would someday visit on the security guard who had
stolen his toiletries. Someday Rufus would pay the guard back,
"As the universe is my witness, justice will be served, and
it will be served cold, and years later, and in the form of art. The
guard won't even see it coming. Haha, oh, man, it will be good,"
Rufus sat back and smiled as he thought about how awesome his
revenge would be someday.
As Rufus dreamed, the cabbie turned off the highway and
entered Brooklyn. The cabbie did this because he didn't speak

English and he didn't know the roads very well, but mostly he did
it because it was fun to see how people reacted. By the time Rufus
realized the problem it was too late and he had to signal, first that
he was super angry, and then which roads to take to reach
Manhattan.
Rufus looked out the cab window. The Brooklyn
landscape was urban and full of buildings. The old water towers
atop apartment complexes, graffitied walls, and derelict
warehouses filled Rufus with strange foreboding: for a normal
artist, these images are the bread and butter of art, but Rufus
wasn't normal and he sighed thankfully knowing he could stay at
his mom's flat in Manhattan. Manhattan was definitely better than
Brooklyn: the aesthetics were more conducive to artwork.
"How the fudge do people survive in Brooklyn," he
murmured.
"You say fudge me?" asked the cabbie, glancing at Rufus
through the rearview mirror.
"No, no, I was speaking to myself. Fudge Brooklyn."
"Okay, because I fudge you if you say fudge me, okay?"
the cabbie said.
"Holy crackers, man, I only said fudge!"
Apparently the cabbie spoke a few words of English.
Great. That's all Rufus needed now: a cabbie with an attitude on
top of everything else. Rufus still felt off-balance: sure, the flight
was over, but dreaming about his mother had made Rufus

nervous, and then the fart accusation, and then the security guard,
the pink panties in his bag, and now this fudge business--not to
mention the hybrid taxi, which wasn't really what Rufus had
expected... It was all too distracting: Rufus needed to focus all his
attention on the task at hand, but all these distractions were
getting in the way and it was all becoming overwhelming.
Dermot Dermot had asked Rufus to participate in an art
installation and not just any installation, an avant-garde
installation. Rufus was just a burgeoning artist, but he was certain
that he had avant-garde in himself. All he needed was the right
mentor and a few more electives and he'd be able to finally
develop his voice and be a real artist.
Rufus didn't lie to himself: he wanted Dermot as a mentor,
but he was afraid, too: was he avant-garde? Was he the next major
talent to enter the art world? He was certain he was, but deep
down there was fear and insecurity no matter how many times he
fluffed or re-fluffed his hair. And now he didn't have his antiaging, double-moisturizing, hibiscus-and-goat-milk facial
rejuvenation cream.
Rufus wasn't content to only take classes and prepare
himself for his future; no, Rufus wanted to be the best, and to be
the best, Rufus needed Dermot. But the neurotic dream haunted
him, weakened him, made him feel unprepared. Feeling haunted
by the past was normal for an artist of Rufus' caliber: one had to
cut off one's friends and associates--to reject one's surroundings--

in order to get somewhere artistically: everyone knows this to be
true. A little haunting was expected, but Rufus needed all his
facilities, all his talent, all his strength to successfully pull off this
next art project and he couldn't waste time thinking about how his
mommy stole his childhood or about why his daddy left the
family when he was a baby. All that was important for the work
Rufus hoped to accomplish someday, but he needed, desperately,
to focus on the task at hand: win Dermot's trust and support.
Install a great art project. Don't fudge everything up. And let the
universe reward him.
What he was about to do was illegal, and if he was caught,
there would be no official protest from his peers; Dermot Dermot
would deny everything and let the administration do their worst.
As far as Dermot was concerned, as soon as Rufus was in the
field, Rufus was a deniable asset. That rule was rigid; artists had
been lost before, swallowed up into the penal bureaucracies of
some of the world’s most inhospitable states, never to be seen or
heard from again. Just imagine doing performance art in Texas?
And yet, some artists--artist Rufus knew personally--had
attempted it and been destroyed. The call of the avant-garde was
strong, and if something went wrong or the audience was carrying
concealed handguns... well, a few crippled artists made it back to
NYC alive--the lucky ones--but they had to live in Brooklyn. The
prospect of a life spent in Brooklyn was not a pleasant one: Rufus
preferred his mommy's apartment on the East Side. Nervousness,

even for an artist as experienced as Rufus, was not an
unreasonable response in these circumstances. Would his art be
enough to carry him to the heights he imagined? It had better be,
gosh darn it.
His nerves would return, as would his neurotic dreams
about his mother, but he had arrived in NYC ahead of schedule,
so that was a triumph. Rufus had read the gallery announcement
multiple times and felt confident about how he would sabotage
the museum show, but he was sure that Dermot would have
something planned as well.
Rufus wasn't really sure what the plan was, only that he
trusted Dermot implicitly and would do what needed to be done
when the time came. He knew Dermot would get him inside the
museum and Rufus would rely on his own instincts to vandalize
the artwork tastefully and ironically and thereby enact the needful
political statement that would send Lance and his coven back to
whatever cesspool they crawled from at the dawn of time.
Was Lance deserving of so harsh a lesson? It wasn't Rufus'
place to ask such questions: his was the task of obeying his
mentor and when his mentor told him a political statement was
needed, he enacted it with vengeance. Rufus' conscience was not
troubled by the cost of his obedience: he did not worry that he
would destroy a fellow artist's personal expression or that his
actions would transform the art gallery--a place which many had
called a "safe space where an artist can be herself and take risks

and develop her voice without fear of judgment"--into the
battleground of contending ideologies. No; Rufus would obey and
obey hard.
Outside the cab window, Brooklyn rolled by. Parts of it
were even pretty, with tree-lined streets and flocks of pigeons
swooping and diving along the skyline as they scavenged the
cafes for breadcrumbs.
No; Rufus did not know, and didn't need to know, the
political calculus that led Dermot to call him back to NYC. It was
enough that he was sitting in a taxi riding to Manhattan. It was
enough that Rufus was here; it was enough that Rufus would
obey. Rufus did not need to know why the message was
necessary, only that it was. He was just the artist; his job was to
be super artistic.

FIVE
The apartment was overlarge for Rufus' mother: she was
single--unless you count her relationship with her cat--so the
apartment remained empty except during the occasional dinner
party or the habitual tryst, which for a makeup artist and CEO of a
cosmetics company, were so essential for product development
and market research. Did the perfume seduce and destroy? Did the
facial cream make one look ten years younger? These were
questions mommy needed to answer and did; sure, she knew
Rufus didn't like it, but she was a realist, and soon Rufus would
be moving out.
Rufus lugged his plastic trash bag into the lobby. The
doorman was not at his post. Rufus busied himself by making a
lazy scan of the lobby and noticed a newspaper, a coffee cup, a
leaflet of coupons, and the sports section set aside for careful
reading.
Rufus couldn't help himself: he pulled the newspaper
towards him and leafed through it. The arts section announced
that an expensive Davidoff Hackney exhibition would be
showcased at the university gallery this fall, on loan from
Hackney's private warehouse in Los Angeles, and that Klinex's
new peanut exhibition was also open for viewing after tomorrow's
gala.
"The Hackney is valued at four million dollars," read
Rufus. "Well, fudge me, I can't wait until my work is worth that

much. Someday."
Rufus leafed through the rest of the paper and turned his
attention to the coupons from a local megastore, which offered
discounted bras, panties, and cooking ware. Rufus studied the
Anglo-Saxon, the Continental European, and the Asian, but then
he noticed the dark and exotic African-heritage model who
showcased an ingenious--and half-priced--bra which aided
posture as well as ensured comfort for the larger-décolletaged
woman. Larger-décolletage was indeed correct. Rufus turned the
page sideways and drew his face closer to the woman's
décolletage so he could study her curves.
"Someday," he said sighing heavily.
The rest of the leaflet offered discounted pressure cookers,
pots, pans, and cups. He closed the leaflet. The advertisements
were blunt and forceful, of course, and so they could not insinuate
themselves into Rufus' sensitive subconscious: sure, he would
love to spend an evening with any of the models, but would he go
out and buy a bra? Probably not; if, and when, he left his mother's
apartment later that evening, these advertisements would have no
effect on him.
He sighed again. His art was at low ebb; he needed a
restorative. He looked towards the lobby door. He wanted to go
for a beer at the Irish pub down the street, but his mommy had
beer in the minibar in the living room as well as the usual liquors.
"Should I stay or should I go?" Rufus wavered not

knowing which choice would be more artistic.
He stood still a moment and watched as another taxi
pulled up to the building and a woman quickly disembarked from
the cab and approached the apartment door.
Rufus turned pale and whispered a name: "Tittiana!"
And, lo, it was she. Tittiana, Rufus' ancient and deadly
stalker: a voluptuous, psychotic Russian minx whose older brother
worked for the Russian mob.
Rufus needed to hide, and quickly, or he would be
detained, tortured, and--if he was lucky--killed and pitched into
the East River by her mobster brother. If unlucky--and this was
the more likely scenario--he would be seduced, manipulated,
married, and shipped to the Midwest to live with Tittiana in a
small house in a cul-de-sac with two kids, a white picket fence,
and a smelly dog. She was that kind of stalker: resolute, seductive,
with perfect décolletage, even more perfect posterior, a ticking
biological clock, and monosyllabic speech--which made her
difficult to reason with. A serious nightmare for any ambitious
artist who needed so desperately to cut all ties with his
surroundings in order to get somewhere so that he could make
great art someday.
"Fudge," Rufus said, and he really meant it.
Tittiana's presence here meant only one thing: Rufus' job
just got that much harder.
Without hesitating for a moment, Rufus scrambled across

the desk and hid under it.
Tittiana entered the lobby and approached the desk. She
rang the bell and waited. Rufus hadn't noticed the bell; darn, that
was too bad: if he had rung the bell, he might already be upstairs
now, instead of under the desk. If only he had not been looking at
bra advertisements!
Rufus held his breath. A moment later the doorman
entered. Rufus stifled a giggle as the doorman approached: the
doorman wore white socks under his uniform. Rufus clamped his
mouth shut with a hand and held his breath--barely able to keep
his giggle inside.
"Can I help you?" asked the doorman.
"I'm here to see Rufus Pugh," Titti answered.
"The Pughs are in Los Angeles."
"Rufus is here: I followed him from the airport."
"I haven't seen him."
"He's here."
"No, he isn't."
"Yes, he is."
"Did you do this?" the doorman asked, pointing to his
spilled coffee and the sodden sports section.
As Rufus had scrambled over the desk, his artistic foot
may have ever so gently caressed the coffee cup and ever so
slightly spilled it atop the sports section.
"Maybe he used the stairs? Is there some way he could

have gotten past you?"
"Why did you spill my coffee?"
"I didn't."
"Who did, then? There's no one else!"
"Call up to the apartment; Rufus is here."
"I didn't catch the game last night and now I can't even
read about it, thanks to you. You women are all the same: my wife
interrupts the game at home and now you spill coffee on my
paper!"
"I don't drink coffee, and sports do not interest me."
"Too good for sports, huh?"
"Are you going to help me or not?"
The doorman shook his head.
"Rufus is my lover; that apartment up there will be mine
sooner or later," she looked at the doorman meaningfully.
A cold sweat broke out on Rufus' upper lip.
"He might as well be my fiancé."
Rufus twitched his body as if attempting to stop urine that
had inadvertently escaped his bladder.
"I followed Rufus from the airport: I want to give him
these."
"What are those?"
"My panties. My Sunday panties."
"Well, he's not here."
"What was that noise?"

"What noise?"
"I thought I heard a whimper; do you have a puppy under
your desk?"
"Just get out of my building, okay? Rufus isn't here."
"Is this a complaint card?" she asked, taking a card from
the desk.
"Yeah. Are you trying to intimidate me?"
"I'm Russian: we don't try."
Tittiana took a pen from the desk.
"Give me that pen!"
"No."
The doorman made a grab for the pen and it fell to the
floor.
The doorman and Tittiana looked at one another for a
moment and then, suddenly, they moved as one: both rushed to
grab the pen. The guard moved around the desk with an agility
that only years of pickup basketball on Tuesday and Thursday
night at the Third Street YMCA could explain. He stooped to
grasp the pen in his paw. For her part, Tittiana's ballet, modeling,
and cross-training made her legs responsive, flexible, strong,
smooth, and well-moisturized: she called upon all her resources in
this moment and, as the guard's paw descended towards the pen,
Titti kicked it across the floor and scampered after the pen. Not to
be bested by a woman, the doorman gave chase with all the
chauvinism he could muster.

"Give it to me!"
"No!"
"I'll!"
"Ow!"
"You!"
As they ran for the pen, their shoulders met, arms
entwined, and soon they were wrestling together on the lobby
floor like two baboons of old might have wrestled over a banana
in some primordial jungle.
Now then, as soon as the doorman had moved away from
the desk, Rufus had made good his escape--as best he could-while remaining out of sight. He had pushed his trash bag across
the floor ahead of himself and had crawled to the elevator on
hands, knees, and belly. At the elevator door, he reached up and
pushed the button--not daring to lift his head or look back at the
wrestling figures lest they see and discover all. The elevator door
opened; it had been at the lobby floor, so he hadn't needed to wait,
thank the universe. He wormed his way inside and, reaching up,
selected his mother's floor. The doors began to close.
"Wait! The elevator!" cried Tittiana, who, after having
wrestled the doorman onto his stomach, had straddled his back
with her strong legs and, forcing him to roll over, had synched her
ankles together around his stomach. She began the slow process
of asphyxiating the doorman as Russian women often do in
movies--or in real life, too, if you've ever dated a Russian woman

and forgotten her birthday, or, depending on her age, remembered
it.
The doorman had abandoned the pen in his search for
oxygen and had begun kicking around his legs and swatted his
arms, but Tittiana, who sat behind him, held him fast in the
responsive, flexible, strong, smooth, and well-moisturized
embrace of her legs.
All this while, the panties were not idle, no: Tittiana had
unfurled the panties as an impromptu garrote and had wrapped
them around the doorman's neck to further inhibit the flow of
oxygen. Titti's Sunday panties were high-quality silk, which made
them strong: the theoretical strength of fibers is deduced by an
average of the bond strength involved. For example, silk's
chemical composition is CO-NH-CO-NH repeated hundreds of
times. One chain of CO-NH-CO-NH will form three dimensional
H bonds with other nearby chains which makes the overall
structure of the silk panties stronger than other fabrics like cotton
or, for example, the polyester blend the doorman himself was
wearing. If the doorman had tried to use his own undergarments
as a garrote, they would have stretched and ballooned allowing for
an undesired amount of airflow into the victim's lungs. Not so
with the silken panties, though. Titti had chosen silk as her
standard undergarment fabric for years because, not only was silk
of superior smoothness and comfort, but the strength of the
garment endured multiple washings as well as the strain

occasioned by use as a garrote. (A girl can never be too careful.)
Tittiana was preoccupied, of course, with the work of
strangulation, and the doorman was blocking much of her view of
the lobby, so when she heard the elevator door closing, she had
strained her neck to see, and, hark, saw her Rufus crouching on
the elevator floor, his eyes wild with fear as if he were the literal
banana the primordial baboons fought to consume.
"RUFUS!" she bellowed, but it was too late: the elevator
doors shut and Rufus rode up the elevator and locked himself in
his mother's flat.
She stood at the door knocking for about an hour
afterward, but finally got tired and, hanging her Sunday panties on
the doorknob, went down to see how the doorman was recovering
from his near strangulation. She had a few rules she wanted him
to understand so there would be no misunderstandings the next
time she arrived to see her Rufus.
Once she was gone, Rufus opened the apartment door and
looked up and down the hallway just to reassure himself that, yes,
Titti was indeed gone. As he did so, his hand touched the
doorknob and, feeling silk, he looked down at the panties. Many
different emotions flit across the face of the young artist.
Well, he couldn't leave his ex-girlfriend's panties in the
hallway, could he? So, he very delicately took them between
thumb and finger and carried them into the apartment where he
dropped them into the middle of the living room floor. He began

pacing. Oh, how he paced. He paced forwards and backwards and
all around and glanced at the panties every few moments. All the
while his brow was knit in deep lines of existentialism. He paused
after a while and poured himself a gin and tonic.
He went to the sofa, sat, and turned on the TV. He flipped
through the channels and saw a series of advertisements: “Just do
it,” said one. "I'm loving it," said another. "Live a little," said a
third. "Be the change in the world," said a fourth.
Rufus wanted all that, yes, but he wanted it authentically.
He changed the channel again. A dull documentary, sensational
news, children's cartoons, a football game between a blue team
and a red team, starving children from some country--poor fools
(why didn't they just move to a new country?)--and a soap opera.
Rufus turned the channel again: a perfume commercial,
the new fragrance by Chunel: a woman cried as she listened to a
man explain what had really happened. The woman didn't believe
him, but his perfume wafted towards her and she breathed in the
fragrance: her lips parted as a moan escaped her lips. Hearing the
moan, the man stopped talking: they stood looking at one another
for a moment in silence. Slowly, they came together. Touched
gently. Music. Clothes slowly removed. More passionate now.
Yes, this was Romance; this is how it would be--multiple times a
day--in Paris, London, Moscow, Rome, or Rio de Janeiro: places
less traveled by, places where he could be free to be a powerful
artist, places he would one day visit, live in, and fall in love with

different gorgeous women on a weekly basis, if not daily-The phone rang. Rufus picked it up: Dermot Dermot. They
held a brief conversation together: yes, he was happy to be back;
yes, the flight was good; yes, he could meet later in the park after
Dermot's yoga class. Yeah, his phone was dead because he had
forgotten his power cable in LA and had used up most of the
battery looking at images of Gazelle. Oh, Gazelle was on the
September cover of Vague magazine? No, he didn't know that but
would try to find a copy and would read the interview. Oh, was it
super fascinating? Great, that would be fun to do whenever he
could do it. Hopefully later today or maybe tomorrow--no, not
tomorrow because he would be doing something tomorrow wink
wink.
He hung up; he stood. He walked to the minibar. He made
himself another gin and tonic. He stirred it with his finger and,
sucking his finger, walked to the window to muse on all that had
happened this fateful day, this first day back in the city after
summer vacation. He didn't notice it, but the panties had caught
on his foot as he walked from the minibar to the window.
He looked out over Central Park and saw the afternoon
sun behind the skyscrapers beyond. Yes, someday all this would
be replaced by something really authentic, and just completely,
you know, better?
"Like, you know... like really real...," Rufus murmured.
He stared out the window for a long time. There was some

dust on the window and he absentmindedly drew a pair of
décolletages reminiscent of the bra advertisement that he'd seen
earlier--not that the advertisement had any effect on him. He
sighed deeply.
Central Park was a block away, a place where Rufus had
often taken long afternoon walks, or where he would journal
under a tree, or just sit searching his soul as he struggled to find
his place in the world and develop his voice artistically. The park
had some wonderful little fountains, walks, and duck ponds, but it
also had tourists, which was unfortunate. They would sometimes
picnic there in the park, drink lemonade, and sing pop songs
together like the imbeciles they all were: unaware of the great
artist in their midst.
"Oh, fudge," he said and stepped back from the window in
horror: "Tittiana!"
She was standing in the street looking up at his window.
She waved at Rufus and smiled. The hand that wasn't waving was
busy in her trousers. Rufus couldn't help himself: he crept forward
and peeked out the window again: yes, he had not been mistaken:
she was definitely touching herself inappropriately in public.
"Oh, my god, she is totally insane," he said with a smile
and turned away from the window, "and I'm not even famous yet:
just imagine how crazy the girls will be when I'm a real artist and
I've finished burgeoning? I'll bet that they--"
Rufus hit the floor hard. The gin and tonic flew out of his

hand and shattered on the floor in a shower of glass, ice, gin, and
tonic. Rufus looked down at the silk panties knotted at his feet.

SIX
Ruefulous Pugh managed to slip out the service entrance
at the side of the building. He had learned to exit this way because
of his ongoing troubles with the doorman, which Tittiana had
inflamed today. By holding a discarded newspaper to cover his
face, he was confident that he had left Tittiana waiting below his
mom's apartment in the street.
Rufus was deeply hungry after his travels; after the fart
accusation; after the guard stole his anti-aging, doublemoisturizing, hibiscus-and-goat-milk facial rejuvenation cream;
after driving through Brooklyn; and after Tittiana had found him
at his mother's apartment and left her panties on the apartment
doorknob. He needed his cafe: he needed Dronebucks: he needed
another restorative. And soon.
After a short queue, Rufus sat at a window table with a
turkey sandwich and a beer.
"You look beautiful," he whispered to his turkey
sandwich.
The turkey sandwich was housed in a neat plastic box.
Rufus gently unclasped the plastic box and even more gently
inserted his fingers into the opening. The turkey sandwich felt
firm and heavy in his hand. The plastic box wanted to clamp shut
again upon his hand, so Rufus had to massage its spine to excite it
open again. This time it stayed open and was ready for whatever
Rufus wanted. She had stayed closed for so long, ever since she

was in the factory, so it was only natural that she was cautious.
Was this the time? Was this he who would consummate her
existence? Yes; it was he: Ruefulous Pugh, the great artist!
Delicate plastic swaddled the turkey sandwich. Plastic like
this was inert so it made foreplay difficult, but Rufus was an
amazing artist and even inert plastic was no match for his
seductive powers. He unwrapped the sandwich slowly; he took his
time and found all the hidden edges. A lesser man would have
ripped off the plastic wrapping and done a violence to the delicate
sandwich, but not Rufus, no. He was a good lover and this
sandwich was grateful. Soon he had coaxed the turkey sandwich
from her hiding place where nymph-like she had secluded herself
in the purest virginity of her plastic box ever since Emanuel
Rodriguez the migrant worker had pushed the button which
commanded the conveyer belt.
Chemical and natural preservatives aid the lowly sandwich
in reaching higher ideals: strengthening the overall integrity of the
loaf, slowing the growth of mold and decomposition, and fighting
off bacteria. Preservatives in bread help keep loaves fresher for
longer, and this turkey sandwich had done her best to ensure that
she was as fresh and as young looking for her Rufus as she
possibly could be. She wanted to make him happy.
At its most simple, bread is little more than flour, water,
yeast, and sugar. Loaves made of these simple ingredients don't
last long in this sordid world of ours: a bread's spongy, yeasty

interior is the ideal breeding ground for mold and bacteria, as well
as some viruses which can cause some strange problems.
A meager country loaf who doesn't want to travel or reach
for higher ideals doesn't worry about these infections and she
plays fast and loose with her body. But, for the extra special loaf,
a princess among loaves, a loaf destined for greatness, for Art, for
a committed relationship with a guy like Rufus in New York City,
well, simplicity can be a big problem.
Adding certain chemicals can help keep things fresh,
moist, and tasting good for weeks or even months after baking.
Rufus' loaf had waited all her life and she was confident that she
was as spongy, as yeasty, and as tasty as the day she had been
baked. Early in her career she has used ascorbic acid to lower her
pH levels and stop the enzymatic process that makes bread go
bad. Polysorbate 60 emulsified her and prevented her from
becoming stale, and a whisper of lecithin--an almost magical
antioxidant--stopped oxidation and prevented her from becoming
rancid. Added to this, of course, was her plastic wrap, which only
added to her overall appeal and made Rufus salivate all the more.
She truly was untouched: she was created just to please Rufus. He
really was her prince.
But, not content with only ascorbic acid, polysorbate 60,
and lecithin, she had added a pinch of calcium propionate and
sodium propionate. These twin serpents she had wrestled from
birth but had learned to use their venom against her ongoing battle

against mold. The venom of these serpents had changed her
chemical structure making her hostile to mold growth. Her beauty
lasted many long winters and, as Rufus looked upon her naked
body, it was with the blush of youth that she welcomed his gaze,
although, in truth, she was many winters past her prime, infertile,
and her flesh tasted of the very venom that kept her looking fresh,
but such is the cost of beauty.
Atop all these she added two more powerful chemicals:
sodium bisulfite and sulfur dioxide to inhibit bacteria as well as to
alter her flavor just enough to ensure that she didn't taste anything
like the meager country loaves she had known in her youth. If
Rufus had eaten other loaves before her, he'd know she was
special. Nothing tastes like sodium bisulfite and sulfur dioxide.
Rufus, upon biting into her moist flesh, knew he was
getting something special and she was worth every penny of the
$12.47 she cost. He was never going to forget this sandwich for as
long as he lived. This was the one.
Rufus ate at a leisurely pace, flicking through a copy of an
art magazine until he reached the Davidoff Hackney fold out.
Rufus turned the magazine and studied the fold out of Davidoff.
Speedos can be hit or miss. Then, Rufus read the article.
Dermot Dermot had suggested Rufus read the article in
preparation for their art installation. The article was an interview
with Hackney in which Hackney claimed that the avant-garde was
dead, that there was no new direction for the cutting edge to take,

no new way to offend or challenge culture... which meant that
artists like Rufus were directionless and without authority.
"Haha," said Rufus, but tears filled his eyes. He shut the
magazine in disgust, sat back, and looked up at the ceiling.
"What is wrong," the loaf whispered.
"How could Hackney say such things?"
Rufus let a tear run down his cheek. He closed his eyes.
His face twitched with livid existentialism as he thought about the
lies Hackney was spreading and the damage those lies were
doing: how could someone--and especially an artist like Hackney-say such things? The avant-garde wasn't dead! If only Hackney
had met Rufus personally he would never say such things!
"I'm THE avant-garde," Rufus murmured to himself. "The
target must be this Hackney painting: Dermot must have
something planned for the Hackney painting on loan from Los
Angeles. Good; great; Hackney deserves it."
Suddenly the hair on the back of Rufus' neck stood on end
and his skin became like gooseflesh. To be honest, his flesh was
already like gooseflesh--it had been so since the day he was born.
You see, Rufus didn't tan well, and his skin was normally a
blotchy pink speckled atop a pasty white, but Tittiana could drive
the color from anyone's face and she was approaching
Dronebucks.
The Dronebucks' staff were keeping an eye on Rufus, and
Tittiana must have paid off one of them. A quick SMS for a quick

twenty bucks, and Rufus' dinner was destroyed. What did they
care? Tittiana wasn't their stalker, after all.
Rufus gathered his belongings, looked longingly at the
uneaten part of his turkey sandwich, which cried out to come with
him.
"I'm sorry, but I have to go," Rufus said to her.
"Are you coming back?"
"No, this is goodbye. I'm an artist: I can't be in a serious
relationship right now."
She was shocked; she just sat there silently, unable to
comprehend how, after waiting her whole life for her Rufus to
define her world and give meaning to her life, she was just cast
aside like garbage--and she was literally put into the garbage five
minutes later. How could he do this? How could he be so cruel?
Truly, her's was a cautionary tale.
Rufus walked quickly to the back of the cafe and pushed
open the kitchen door. He could see the back exit but there were
two baristas and a cook in his way.
"Rufus?"
It was her, Tittiana; she had not seen him, yet, but was
baying from the cafe doorway, trying to flush him out of the
underbrush. Not daring to turn back and face her, Rufus
immediately bolted for the back exit. The kitchen staff cried out in
anger as he pulled down a pile of boxes behind him as he ran. He
hoped the mess would slow Titti's pursuit. He knew that he would

leave confusion in his wake; artists were not generally allowed to
wander into the Dronebucks' kitchen unless they were flirting with
one of the baristas or a cook, and he had burned those bridges
long ago, but he had to risk it. His need was great. Rufus didn't
look back as he ran through the Dronebucks' kitchen: he knew he
would be followed, and soon.
Rufus emerged into the hot air of the side street and set off
quickly at a fast walk. He needed to put distance between him and
Tittiana, but also appear calm, cool, collected, artistic. It was busy
outside: Rufus passed a businessman who was speaking into a
mobile phone, a woman with a camera who was taking photos of
street signs and buildings, and a homeless man who was stooping
to pick up a discarded cigarette. He approached a bus stop where a
few people queued.
In a flash of brilliance, Rufus came to a sudden stop and
then mingled slowly with the crowd of people. He looked across
the street at a window of a department store and could make out
his own reflection in the window. Up the street a little, he could
see the Dronebucks' door where he had exited a moment before.
Rufus' breath caught in his throat as he saw her emerge from the
cafe: Tittiana. She looked up and down the street her face
distorted in unrequited love. After a moment, she rushed past him
down the street crying "Rufus! Rufus!" as she ran.
Honestly, "run" isn't the word: lope is probably a better
word for what it looked like when she ran. Her run was the run of

a gay puppet, all knees and elbows. As has been said, her
décolletages were perfect, and her posterior was even better, but-and this should be a warning to all parents--from birth she had
been a child model and had learned the runway stomp too early:
the stomp had damaged her ability to run like a normal human and
she had developed a gay puppet run, which is also called runwaywalk syndrome.
She stopped ten steps beyond Rufus and turned back
searching up the street. For a moment, Rufus had the grim
premonition that he was about to be discovered, but she was
searching for a fleeing figure, so his ruse had momentarily saved
him. He was considering the implications of discovery and it
looked like he had decided that he would run straight across the
street--braving the traffic--even though the chances of
successfully traversing the busy street without a crosswalk were
almost nil. Better death or hospitalization than Tittiana's wellmoisturized embrace.
Rufus swallowed hard and prepared himself for the jump
into the street. If he didn't make it across the street, if he waited
here and she caught him, most likely he would be captured and
swallowed up into the vast bureaucracy of "having a relationship,"
eventually emerging into a cul-de-sac in a subdivision in the
Midwest--from where he would never escape. He would be
doomed to changing diapers, walking the dog, and borrowing his
single friend's pornography--if he even had any friends at all. He

had known many artists who had resisted, but eventually
succumbed to women like Tittiana. He must escape. He must.
Rufus held his breath and waited. After a moment, Tittiana
turned and walked up the street in the opposite direction. Rufus
breathed heavily and, turning, made his way in the opposite
direction to a crosswalk where he could enter Central Park. His
forehead was covered in sweat, but he must have felt strangely
cold: he held his chest tightly with both arms as if he had just
braved a horrible experience and only escaped with his life.
The park contained many significant monuments,
including a footbridge, a duck pond, and a grassy knoll where he
was to make his rendezvous with Dermot Dermot after yoga class.
Rufus entered the shadows of the park's trees and worked
his way towards the knoll where he would meet Dermot. An
occasional dog-walker or jogger passed by. One jogger had a
really great ass, so Rufus turned to watch him jog into the
distance--and that's when he saw her, or thought he saw her:
Tittiana. Someone had been looking at him, but had ducked
behind a tree suddenly. Rufus quickened his pace.
"Dear universe, please no."
He didn't know if it was Tittiana but he hoped that for now
he was safe. He knew she would find him again sooner or later,
but hopefully she had returned to his mother's apartment building
to wait his return. Rufus knew there would be panic if she lost
him, and panic if she found him. Cut a hellhound where you like

but it's a hellhound, and Tittiana was a hellhound whose
overprotective brother worked for the Russian mob.
Rufus maintained a careful balance of speed: fast enough
to stay ahead of Tittiana--if it was really her behind the tree--yet
not so fast that he would sweat through his shirt completely. He
glanced at his phone: it was still dead.
"Darn it; never mind, it must be like about five thirty or
something."
He concentrated on remaining calm; he took deep breaths,
but it became harder to do that because Tittiana was a complete
psycho fudge face and if she was, in fact, still following him,
Rufus' job just became that much harder. It was harder before, but
now it was even that much harder. His diaphragm tightened and
his breath came shorter.
Rufus was alone in a hostile city, studying under a flimsy
pretense: how many of his peers wanted to become famous
artists? How many of his peers thought they had important new
voices, too, and could do important new work? They were all
fools, of course, but Rufus was fooling himself, too, if he thought
it was going to be easy to become a famous artist, especially when
a girl like Tittiana was determined to have a committed
relationship. Women like Tittiana sucked a man's soul out and
discarded the husk.
The shadows of the trees were a small respite from the
September heat, and he decided to slow his pace a little to cool

off: his hair had been at medium body earlier. It still had some
fluff despite the heat. Was she still behind him? He dared not
look, but he dared not walk any faster or he'd really start sweating
and then he'd have body odor. He was frightened and already
sweating too much, but he hoped his hair would remain
artistically fluffy. He thrust a hand into his hair and fluffed it
vigorously: the humidity and the stress of Tittiana's pursuit had
left it flaccid and limp, but it still had a little body. There was still
hope; all was not yet lost, but body odor would be a deep blow.
Rufus crossed a footpath and looked over his shoulder.
"Oh fudge, it is her."
It was unmistakably her: she was running like a gay
puppet through the field behind him and to his left. Rufus pulled
out his phone to check the time, but, gosh darn it, the phone was
still dead.
"How could I leave the cord in my mother's lake house?
And why do I keep looking at the phone when I know it is dead?
Why is it even in my pocket?"
So many questions, so little time. Rufus needed to get to
Dermot immediately and get into a taxi immediately, and
immediately escape somewhere--somewhere with air
conditioning.
Finally, Rufus reached the knoll. It was grassy, expansive,
full of clover, and yogis. Their tight yoga pants revealed some
well-shaped asses and the occasional camel toe.

Owing to a combination of anatomical factors and the
tightness of the fabric covering the area, the crotch or the mons
pubis may display a shape resembling the forefoot of a camel.
Camel toe commonly occurs in women as a result of wearing
tight-fitting clothes, such as shorts, hotpants, swimwear, or yoga
pants, but the term is not exclusive to the ladies. Etymologists are
not sure who it was who first coined the phrase, but the amateur
observer need only look briefly at an actual camel's toe and then
look at Dermot Dermot's crotch to understand why people call the
camel toe what they do. Certainly camel toe was a good
description of Dermot Dermot's crotch. Gaining an extra thirty
pounds is a great way to grow a goodly camel toe and this was
how Dermot had done it: his summer had left him with a
distended paunch from overeating. Couple a cute little belly with
tight yoga pants, and you have a deadly mixture. When Rufus saw
Dermot, there was little else to do but look up at the trees.
Dermot came towards Rufus with open arms:
"Rufus? Oh, my god, you look great!"
"You, too! It is great to be back at school!"
They hugged one another.
"Oh, my god," said Dermot, "what's that smell?"
"I'm sorry, I've been sweating like a starved pig."
"Rufus, the expression is 'Sweating like a stuck pig'."
"Really? But I sweat when I'm hungry."
"Well, a pig sweats when in pain; if you stick it with a

spear, it sweats."
"Why would anyone spear a pig? That's the most random
thing you've ever said!"
"Meat doesn't grow in cellophane and Styrofoam, Rufus."
Rufus creased his brow and thought about this for a while.
He withdrew into himself and didn't notice that Dermot was
talking to him until a few moments later.
"...and she's at her mother's house now for a few days so, I
mean, we have to thank god for that, don't we? Rufus? Hey,
Rufus?"
"What?"
"Don't we?"
"Don't we what?"
"Why weren't you listening to me?"
"I was thinking about a turkey sandwich--"
"RUFUS!" came a call from the other side of the knoll.
"We need to leave, now! Tittiana is following me."
"Who?"
"You remember, last year, the stalker girl?"
Dermot giggled.
"It isn't funny, Dermot. Come on, let's go. She followed
me from the airport. I don't know how: I was only here in the city
for about one hour and she found me. She knew when I'd arrive in
the city! I don't know how, but she knew!"
They ran down the knoll together.

"Who did you tell?"
"No one! Not even my mother!"
"You did something, Rufus, you did."
"I didn't!"
"Well, someone's to blame, Rufus, and it isn't me."
"I didn't do anything!"
"Yes, you did, Rufus. You did something wrong. Maybe
you don't know what or how, but I'm sure that when we discover
what it was, it will be your fault. I'm willing to help you figure out
what it was, but don't try to put the blame for your problems on
me or anyone else. It is vital you feel guilty because guilt is such a
powerful source of great art. You should feel guilty about this,
okay?"
"I do, I do. I feel super guilty, but I also feel like, maybe, it
isn't all my fault."
"Well, whose fault is it other than yours? It can't be mine."
"Just... come on, let's go!"
Dermot and Rufus jogged to the tree line. At the trees,
they passed behind a building and, once out of sight of Tittiana,
they sprinted--well, as best they could--to the street where they
hailed a taxi. A taxi pulled up and Dermot pushed Rufus inside.

SEVEN
"Oh, god, I'm dying."
"It wasn't that far."
"I have a cramp in my side; I'm out of shape: have you
seen my paunch, Rufus?"
"No, no, I didn't notice anything."
"I have a paunch: summer vacation is torture for a married
man and I eat to keep my spirits up. I think I have a camel toe."
Rufus allowed himself to be pushed inside the taxi and
Dermot quickly got in beside him. "Go, go, go," Dermot gasped.
He was out of shape and the sprint from the knoll had winded
him. The cab put on his signal and tried to jockey into traffic, but
only inched forward.
“S-stay down,” Dermot said to Rufus, who obeyed: “She
saw us; she's coming! Oh, god."
Dermot quickly ripped off his shirt and tossed it over
Rufus' head as Rufus hunkered down in the seat. It was a simple
ruse, but maybe it would work.
"Maybe this simple ruse will work?"
"Achoo!"
"Silence, Rufus. Silence!"
"I can't help it: your cologne is strong."
"That's the new fragrance by Chunel; get used to it, Rufus:
I'll be wearing it all season."
"Oh, I just saw it advertised on TV."

"Sensual, huh?"
"Yeah, it has some June-says-sequin in it."
"Sequin? Who is June?"
"That French phrase about June saying sequin: June-sayssequin."
"June-says-sequin?"
"You know that French expression when you see
something stunning or sublime and you say June-says-sequin."
"Je ne sais quoi?"
"Yes, that's it! This cologne is very June-says-sequin."
"Rufus the phrase je ne sais quoi is an aesthetic term and
has nothing to do with June or with sequins."
"Obviously--"
"The words je ne sais quoi and June says sequins are
completely different."
"Obviously one is French and one is English, but--"
The cab had inched forward, but it wasn't enough:
suddenly she was there, banging on the cab window: Tittiana.
"RUFUS!"
Dermot made a confused face through the window and
shrugged his shoulders.
"There's no one here but me," Dermot cried.
"Rufus," yelled Titti, "take my panties!" and she began
pushing a pair through the cab window, which was open a space
as Fate would have it.

"Driver, go! Please, go," commanded Dermot.
"She has panties?" mumbled Rufus from under the shirt.
"She's stuffing panties through the cab window. Driver,
does this window roll up?"
"Nope, bro."
"Rufus, I wore these on our second date; these are my
Monday panties. I want you to keep them. I had such a great time
that night and I wanted you to know just how much fun I had."
"She wants you to take her panties, Rufus."
"We've never been on a second date."
"Sequins! Rufus look!"
"Rufus, I swear, I will not wear another pair of panties
until--"
The universe was kind and afforded the cabby an opening
in traffic: he took it, and, with a screech of tires on the hot
pavement, he left Tittiana standing in the hot September sun. She
whistled shrilly and Dermot saw her signal a cab of her own: they
wouldn't escape so easily after all. Her sequined panties flapped in
the window as the cab sped away.
"Where do you want to go, bro?" asked the cabbie.
Dermot gave his address. Rufus looked back at Tittiana:
her cab was about five-hundred yards behind them.
"She's about five-hundred yards behind us."
"We can't risk it: we can't go straight to my flat, Rufus.
She'll follow us there."

"What should we do?"
"Give me back my shirt."
"I do like the cologne: definitely June-says-sequin."
"Driver, drop us at the nearest metro."
"Sure thing, bro."
"Excuse me, but if you don't know me, don't 'bro' me,"
Dermot said and rubbed his paunch angrily.
The driver swerved the car into a turn lane; Dermot looked
out the rear window: worried, he turned back to Rufus:
“We'll have to escape on foot in the metro, and hope there
is a train we can take before she follows us. It will be too easy for
her to follow our taxi."
"And if there isn't a train and she catches us?"
"Rufus, I don't know everything: we'll just have to have
faith."
"I thought good artist were atheists."
"Yes, but faith in the universe is different."
"But--"
"How did she know you are in NYC?"
"She's a stalker: this is what she does."
"But, you only landed in NYC today and she's already
stalking you?"
"I know: I didn't even post a location on Fakebook or take
a selfie; nothing."
"Maybe she's reading your emails?"

"Oh, god, that's scary."
"Rufus, why is she giving you her panties?" Dermot
pointed at the sequined undergarment which was hanging out the
cab window. Its sequins reflected the September sun.
"I don't know!"
"What are you going to do about it?"
"Try to ignore it; hope she stops?"
"Great artist work in every medium, Rufus."
"Yeah, that's why I'm taking so many electives."
"No, you don't understand: these panties" Dermot pulled
the panties through the cab window and brandished them, "are a
medium."
"Oh."
"Maybe Rufus-says-sequin."
"Please, let's not talk about panties right now; I want to
focus on the artwork; what is the job we are doing? The Davidoff
Hackney on loan from Los Angeles?"
"We can talk about panties later, but your first objective,
Rufus, is to get away from Tittiana: she could damage your
voice."
"I know, I know."
"We are stealing the Davidoff Hackney painting: replacing
it, actually, with a fake."
"I read the article from the magazine you sent me: I can't
believe Hackney said the avant-garde is dead."

"He needs to be punished, and you are just the artist to do
it, Rufus. I feel very strongly that you will lead the new avantgarde and if you push yourself to reach your full potential and
always follow your heart, there is no telling what heights you will
reach."
"I feel like I'm about to burgeon."
Dermot reached into his bag and withdrew a package of
documents, which he pressed into Rufus' hands. "Study these.
After we replace the Hackney painting with a fake, I want you to
stencil graffiti on all the portraits in the room. The graffiti will be
a distraction from the actual theft, which will give us an additional
week or two to sell the painting."
"Graffiti? Isn't that a little lowbrow? I'm not a street artist:
I'm a real artist."
"Look at the stencils."
Rufus opened the file and found a pile of stencils for
mustaches and beards.
"You'll walk up to each portrait and stencil a mustache or
beard onto the face. You'll need to work quickly: I think you'll
only have about ten minutes."
"Stenciling mustaches onto artwork? Isn't that cliché?"
"Yes."
"I want to be avant-garde, not cliché."
"But what better punishment for Hackney?"
"Oh, my god, you just blew my mind: yeah, that's perfect.

That'll teach him. Nothing says avant-garde like a mustache if the
mustache is an ironic mustache."
"And what is more ironic than a mustache?"
"Um, nothing?"
"Exactly."
Rufus checked through the papers. The mustaches and
beard types were impressive, bearing all the irony the situation
deserved--irony Hackney and his coven had called down from the
universe when they had said that there was no avant-garde.
"Poetic justice," Rufus said ruefully.
"What do you think?"
"It is a great idea: mustaches are becoming cliché now, so
if we paint mustaches on the paintings, we'll be sending a clear
message that, like, the paintings themselves are cliché."
"And by definition not avant-garde."
"And by definition not avant-garde!"
"A cliché is, by definition, not avant-garde."
"Exactly: a cliché is not avant-garde!"
"Because, if it were avant-garde, then it wouldn't be a
cliché."
"Yes, because if it were avant-garde--"
"Rufus."
"What?"
"You know I hate it when you repeat everything I say."
"I'm sorry, I'm just trying to get my head around all these

abstract concepts. I'm excited!"
"This project should really develop your voice, but you'll
have to follow your heart and really push yourself."
The driver pulled up to the curb beside the metro.
"Okay. Ready?" asked Dermot as he handed the driver
some cash.
"Yes, let's go."
"Follow me, Rufus."
They exited the cab and walked quickly towards the metro
opening.
"Rufus!" came a cry from down the street.
"Darn it, she's right there!"
"Fly, Rufus! Fly, you fool!"
Dermot pushed Rufus forward, down the metro stairs, and
turned back to face Tittiana; he raised himself to his full height
and cried out in a loud voice:
"You shall not pass!"
She came anyway.
"You shall not pass!" Dermot bellowed a second time and
he swung his bag in a wide circle above his head.
"Rufus!" Titti cried as she ran forward.
"Your fire shall not avail you!" Dermot cried as he swung
his bag towards Titti's face.
Thud. Dermot's bag connected with Tittiana's face and she
stumbled backwards on the pavement, blood running from her

nose. In any other city, citizens would have objected to this scene,
but this was New York and the few business people and tourists
who walked past shrugged off the situation as if it was just
another mugging gone wrong.
"Go back to the pit, beast!" said Dermot and he turned and
scampered down the metro stair.
Titti sat for a moment on her buttocks and looked into
space with an empty expression on her face. Blood dripped from
her nose.
The metro was derelict and smelled of fermented
cardboard. Discarded chewing gum speckled the floor like fungus.
Rats the size of dogs foraged in the darkness. Someone had peed
nearby, and recently. Dermot hadn't used the metro in years, and
Rufus never had--not because he didn't want to, but because his
mother insisted that they take the chauffeur everywhere. She had
stolen so much of his childhood.
A troupe of thespians--dressed in bright spandex with
exotic face paint and feathers in their hair--skipped up the metro
stairway as Rufus walked down. As Rufus descended into the
bowels of the underworld, he became more and more nervous: his
breath caught in his throat: he needed a mentor now more than
ever, but what if they were separated? What would he do alone in
a cold world? Where would he go? He looked back to see if
Dermot was following him, but all he could see was spandex and
feathers. Rufus was of average height, and the tall thespian

feathers obstructed his vision, confused him, and made him panic.
"Dermot!" he cried and, pushing through the spandex,
tried desperately to reunite with his would-be mentor.
"Dermot!"
"I'm here," said Dermot.
"Oh, thank the universe; I thought I'd lost you!"
Dermot took Rufus by the hand and helped him navigate
the strange underworld. They passed the turnstile together and
milled amongst the crowd at the platform. Rufus stood close to
Dermot for protection, and looked at the strange commuters who
stood on the platform. Across the tracks, a billboard was mounted
on the opposite wall and advertised the new fragrance by Chunel-the same fragrance that Dermot was wearing. Seeing the
advertisement helped Rufus bring everything full circle: down
here, people were like what they were up above ground.
"It is just like the advertisement on TV."
"Pardon?"
"I didn't realize it would be the same down here."
"What are you talking about?"
"It was on the TV, and it is down here on the wall."
"I don't understand the thesis you are attempting to
convey."
"I'm just surprised."
"Surprised by what?"
"Oh, never mind; I can't really express it."

"Rufus-says-sequin?"
"Yes!"
The train arrived. Dermot and Rufus climbed aboard.
Rufus gazed around at the faces in the compartment. Everyone
ignored one another and however hard Rufus tried to make eye
contact, the other people ignored him. Rufus was intrigued:
"So this is what the non-artistic people do everyday!"
"The grind; the daily commute. Let's thank our lucky stars
we are ensconced in the university."
"How sad to walk these dark halls every afternoon. Every
afternoon, to ride this train, to stand next to strangers..."
"And all without the deep awareness that you and I have,
Rufus."
"I could see myself really making some artwork about
this. The grind, you know?"
"But would it be authentic unless you actually did the
grind yourself?"
The train rushed past a few brightly lit strips and arrived at
Times Square station. They were heading south, below midtown,
to Dermot's apartment. The woman to Rufus' left disembarked,
and Dermot stepped closer to Rufus.
"There was an advertisement for your cologne on the
metro platform."
"Yes, we talked about it."
"Oh, did I say that out loud earlier?"

"Yes."
"Sometimes I do that: I'll think I thought something, but
will have said it, or, the other way, I'll have said it but will think I
only thought it."
"You said the same thing twice just now."
"Yeah, that's what I'm saying: I thought earlier that I had
thought it, but I said it."
"Yeah, and now you said--twice--that you think you
thought it, but really you said it."
"No, I didn't."
"Yes, you did."
"No, I'm pretty, almost, one-hundred percent certain that I
didn't."
"Rufus--"and here Dermot Dermot said a word that is
immoral and I could not bring myself to transcribe directly. The
author of this story uses a word here that offends anyone who
reads it--or at least I was offended and opted to remove it and
actually explain a little about how powerful and offensive the
word was: let me assure anyone reading this story that I was very,
very offended by what Dermot said and I almost stopped reading
the book because of the depth of my offense.
As Fate would have it, in the margin of my copy some
English professor had handwritten the word verisimilitudinous,
which I took as an explanation that the offensive language was
meant descriptively, not prescriptively. Should Dermot have said

it? No, of course not. No upstanding citizen should say it, but he
did say it, and the original author is merely reporting the word
without regard for its inherent immorality. I cannot take such a
position to language, though, and will always take the moral high
ground whenever I can. The apt reader will have already realized
this to be true. The apt reader will perceive a very clever device I
invented myself to ensure that no reader is offended by rude
language of the author's original. Words like fudge, Hades, arse,
and balderdash were very cleverly selected approximations of
immoral words.
Rufus and Dermot stood in silence for a moment.
"Did she follow us?" Rufus asked.
"No, I don't think so," Dermot said, "I hit her in the face
with my bag."
"In her face?"
"On her nose; blood everywhere!"
"That is awesome!"
"She just sat on her arse on the pavement. Haha!"
"You sure know how to handle a stalker."
"Once you marry a woman, you start to understand them."
"What would I do without you?"
"Probably you'd already be in the Midwest walking a dog,
Rufus."
Rufus shivered at the thought and looked out the window
as the train lumbered through the underground.

EIGHT
Lance was concerned. Alone in his office at the gallery, he
sat with his phone pressed against his ear and tried to understand
what she was saying:
"What did you just say? It sounds like you are in the
metro."
"I know what Dermot is planning."
"Who are you?"
"I'm Rufus' girlfriend."
"Who is Rufus?" Lance asked, pretending to know less
than he did.
"You know who Rufus is."
"So?"
"I know their plan."
"What plan? About what? Why are you telling me this?"
Lance acted suspicious and critical but his face was
flushed and his heart raced: this was the break he needed. This
was the tip that would put him ahead of his rival.
"I'm going to have Rufus' baby."
"Why are you telling me this?"
"Just read the emails, okay?"
"What emails?"
"I'll forward them to you."
"How do you have my email address?"
"I have it, okay?"

She hung up.
"What a creep," Lance murmured as he waited for the files
to arrive in his inbox. When they arrived, he read the following
thread of conversation. It was dated a few days earlier and
concerned the museum, his museum:
From: Ruefulous Pugh
To:
Dermot Dermot
Date: August 23, 11:13 am
Subject: Asshole
Did you mean couch or crotch? I assume you meant
couch. Thank you!
From: Dermot Dermot
To:
Ruefulous Pugh
Date: August 22, 4:58 am
Subject: Asshole
Oh, my god, you are awake! I was just lying awake on my
bed thinking about you and, voila, you emailed me!
My wife is snoring like a log and I can't sleep so I got
online and was enjoying myself a little--you know me! LOL! ;) ;)
;) My wife is visiting her mother this coming week, so you can
sleep on my crotch. You'll have the shower to yourself--except
when I'm in there! But I won't scream like she did if you walk in
on me! I think we know one another well enough to trust one

another to be respectful--even if we see one another naked. As
long as you know where the proverbial "line in the sand" is, I'm
OK with you seeing me naked. ;) ;) Although, I wish I hadn't
gained so much weight this summer. My yoga pants are really
tight!
XOXOXO
--Dermot
From: Ruefulous Pugh
To:
Dermot Dermot
Date: August 22, 4:39 am
Subject: Asshole
Professor. I talked to my mom and, long story aside, I'll
see you soon. She doesn't want me sleeping at her apartment (I
think she is kicking me out!). Any chance I can crash on your
couch? Give my regards to your wife and, again, I'm really sorry
about that incident last spring in the shower. I hope there are no
hard feelings.
Ciao,
Rufus Pugh
From: Dermot Dermot
To:
Ruefulous Pugh
Date: August 21, 5:02 pm
Subject: Asshole

I need your sweet ass back in NYC asap, Rufus! My
nemesis Lance is in charge of the first gallery show this fall and
we need to take action. We are having a gala for the sponsors and
you and I need to stage something--some clear statement that
Lance has his head up his arse. (I heard from someone who heard
from someone else that he is a Republican! Can you believe it?)
Yours,
Dermot Dermot
Lance didn't read further. So, Dermot Dermot thinks
Lance has his head up his arse, does he? Well, Lance would show
Dermot; this is just the intelligence Lance needed to avert disaster.
Dermot's target was the gala. Okay, great. Steps would be taken
and this Ruefulous Pugh would be captured, questioned, expelled,
and sent back to the Midwest to whatever rock he crawled out
from under.
Lance was, of course, prey to the usual terrors that he
knew would befall him if he failed the university. The price of
failure was well known and not open to negotiation: total
humiliation followed by exile to the Midwest--if he was lucky.
Execution was possible, too, depending upon the consequences of
the failure. If organized crime was involved... if enough money
was at stake, heads would roll, literally. If he became responsible
for allowing a political statement or a protest to disrupt the fall
gala, it could mean millions of dollars lost in sponsorship. If

Dermot and Rufus were responsible for some grand, awful
statement against Lance's artistic vision, a statement that disrupted
the gala... Lance willed himself to remain calm as he picked up
the telephone and called his administrative assistant.
"Mr. Kenneth, I was about to call you."
"Why?"
"I have a package here from Dermot Dermot."
Lance's breath caught in his throat and sweat appeared on
his forehead.
"What?"
"The delivery person just dropped it, like, ten minutes ago:
some package. Maybe a book."
"Or a bomb! Open it--what is it?"
"Okay, um, hold on a second..."
Lance reached across his desk for a bottle of single malt
and poured out a neat two fingers.
"It is a book--Dermot signed it, 'Welcome to the faculty!'"
"What book? What's the title?"
"The new avant-garde: an essay collection, by Dermot
Dermot."
"Haha. Okay, thank you for telling me."
"What should I do?"
"Just put it on the bookshelf, I suppose."
"Should I write a thank you?"
"Yes--no, wait. Make a note to ask me on Monday. I'm not

sure yet what I want the note to say. Let's see what happens at the
gala this weekend."
"Okay, boss."
Lance replaced the receiver and sat back in his chair. He
studied the amber liquid in his glass for a moment and then
gulped it down. The universe wasn't so cold any longer.

NINE
The train stopped below Midtown. Rufus and Dermot
exited and stood together on the platform near another Chunel
perfume advertisement. The metro car doors shut behind them
with a clank and the train pulled away with that horrid screech of
metal on metal.
"You know, it really is a nice advertisement; at first I
didn't think so, but now I can see--"
Dermot tapped Rufus on the arm and nodded his head;
Rufus followed Dermot's gaze and saw her: Tittiana. She was
standing about ten feet away, her nose red, some semi-dried blood
on her lips and chin, and a harried look in her eyes. Rufus urinated
in his pants a little, and then he started running like Hades for the
exit as fast as he could. Tittiana loped behind him with her gay
puppet run, all knees and elbows.
Dermot followed Rufus and they made good time. They
pushed their way forward through the crowd and ran up an
escalator. The station was deep below the city surface, and their
ascent took a few minutes. As they neared the metro opening, the
station opened into a large hall. Pop music echoed through the
hall, interrupted by the distant screech of metro trains moving on
the tracks below. The hall was full of performance artists, a few
kiosks, and advertisements for the usual things: beer, perfume,
and theatre productions of Chekov.
As Rufus ran past a guitarist, Rufus accidentally kicked

his coin cup--sending the coins rolling through a nearby crowd.
The guitarist stood up screaming and the crowd went wild. New
Yorkers don't stop for a mugging, but for loose change on the
floor of the metro? Definitely. More and more people ran up to
gather coins; the guitarist first screamed at Rufus, but soon turned
his attention to his money, which was walking away in different
directions.
"Great distraction, Rufus!" cried Dermot.
"I didn't mean to, but it worked!"
"You are so natural!" cried Dermot as they ran.
It was true: as Rufus and Dermot made good their escape,
Tittiana struggled to pass through the crowd of New Yorkers who
stooped for coins. The guitarist attacked them, brandishing his
guitar like a club; the New Yorkers fought back with vengeance,
and Tittiana was delayed. Rufus couldn't have asked for a better
diversion than his natural clumsiness had produced. This was just
another example of how great of an artist Rufus was becoming.
His voice had developed so much even in the last few hours.
Earlier that day he had knocked over a coffee cup and almost been
caught, but now that same gesture was his salvation. Truly he was
a great artist and there was no telling what heights his art would
take him. Now, even his occasional muscle spasms and awkward
gestures were taking on deeper significance.
Rufus and Dermot made the street. Rufus instinctively
turned towards Dermot's apartment.

"Wait."
"What is it?"
"Let's hide in a cafe until we know Tittiana is gone; I don't
want her finding us."
"Good idea."
They stepped into a cafe together.
"You order a restorative and I'll watch at the window,"
Dermot said.
After a few moments, Tittiana exited the metro's mouth.
She walked slowly, almost sadly, as if she knew that she had lost
Rufus, but she wasn't giving up hope just yet. She studied the
neighborhood and took note of the cafes, shops, and residential
buildings. She looked at each, one at a time, as if she were
memorizing the street. Give her a week or two and she would
know Dermot's building and would have paid off the various
shopkeepers to send her messages when they spotted Rufus.
Rufus queued for a drink. He leaned against the wall and
tried to relax. He swallowed hard and turned his eyes to the
doorway and front window where he could see Dermot watching.
Dermot didn't look at Rufus but kept his eyes focused on the
street.
Rufus wrapped his arms around his stomach and tried to
control his breathing. He knew this was all helping him develop
his voice, but he wasn't in control of this situation: Tittiana
disrupted everything and kept Rufus from finding a safe place

where he could work, take risks, and really, you know, find
himself artistically. Sure, the coin cup had been a victory, but was
it sufficient? It was a brilliant gesture, but doubt crept in: was it
just a muscle spasm? And was a spasm adequate? Usually
Dermot's presence made Rufus feel safe--safe enough to take bold
risks and make fierce art expressions--but with Tittiana stalking
him? No; Rufus felt cold, isolated, vulnerable, flaccid, and
another adjective that he couldn't remember. Another French word
that Dermot was always using. It wasn't June-says-sequin, but-"What will it be?"
"What?"
"Do you want to order something?"
"Oh, yeah, um, well..."
Rufus looked up at the board, but his eyes weren't moving,
so we can assume that he wasn't really reading anything. His
mouth hung open.
"Man, just order already."
"Give me two large gin and tonics."
"This is a coffee shop."
"..."
"We don't have gin and tonics."
"Oh. How about beer?"
"Bottled beer?"
"Yeah, okay."
"We have lager."

"I'm an artist, so it will have to do."
"Two?"
"Make it three: I'll drink one now and have one with my
friend later."
"Okay," said the barista as she handed Rufus a beer, which
Rufus drank as quickly as physically possible. He belched.
"Anything else?" she asked as she placed the other beers
on the counter.
"How about two--belch--glasses."
The barista put two glasses next to the bottles.
"Anything else?"
"Go ahead and give me a fourth beer: I've had a long day:
my ex-girlfriend is chasing me with her panties. It is absurd,
right? I only just escaped, but she's still out there searching for
me."
"Anything else?" asked the barista as she put another beer
on the counter.
"Nope, just the four--hiccup--beers."
As the barista rang up the total, Rufus looked back and
saw Dermot at the window. Dermot sat back, relaxing into his
chair--as if the danger had passed and Tittiana had moved away
up the street. Dermot looked up and caught Rufus' eye: he
nodded, just the single nod, and Rufus knew for sure: they had
escaped Tittiana. Rufus gathered the beers in his arms and joined
Dermot.

TEN
The museum had top security so there really was little to
worry about, but Lance couldn't be too careful, and it was for this
reason that he wanted to meet with his chief of security. On the
night of the gala, the museum and the gallery, both, would be full
of guests: some would buy art and others would make donations
to the school. There was little likelihood that anything would go
wrong, but Lance wanted to speak with his chief of security
regardless. They walked through the museum together as they
talked:
"I have intel that there will be some kind of protest or
demonstration tomorrow night."
"From where?"
"An informant close to the opposition called me
personally."
"What's the target?"
"I assume the Klinex exhibition, but I'm not sure. It could
be the punch bowl for all I know."
"Not the Egyptian exhibition? That is one of our more
valuable shows and we are shipping it out the day after
tomorrow."
"No, I don't think these guys are interested in antiquity.
The opposition leader has a clear political motivation: Klinex has
been a target before. I assume the peanut exhibition will be the
target."

"What kind of protest?"
"I have no idea, but I assume the motive is jealousy, so I
would assume some kind of Banksy-like graffiti. Some ironic
statement that the young will think is somehow... important. You
know a 'what is real art anyway?' kind of thing. Whatever it is, it
will be degrading."
"Why Klinex?"
"He is one of our most famous alumni."
"Do you know why Klinex made a giant pool of peanuts?"
"He shelled them all by hand."
"I know, but it is a pool of peanuts."
"He's allergic to nuts."
"All the more reason to do something else."
"He's an artist and art is about... facing fear and
challenging the audience to do the same."
The two men came to a stand at the doorway to the Klinex
exhibition. Inside was an empty room--empty except for the large
pool in the floor. Filling the pool were some million and a half
hand-shelled peanuts. Klinex had spent a few months that last
spring and summer shelling peanuts by hand; he had made a
documentary about his process and the documentary would be
shown at the end of the evening tomorrow night.
Klinex had done it again: he had pushed his comfort zone
to the extreme and faced his own severe anaphylaxis: he had
personally shelled every single peanut of the million and a half

nuts that filled up the swimming pool.
"What if," said the guard, "he didn't really do it by hand?
What if he used a peanut shelling machine?"
"Oh, that's ridiculous: of course he did it by hand. He's not
a hack. I've seen the documentary and there is plenty of footage."
"But he could rent a peanut shelling machine and have the
whole process finished in a day."
"But he's an artist, not a factory worker: his aesthetic
demands that he create handcrafted, authentic, real-ness. I've met
him, and his real-ness is super authentic."
"I know, I know, but I was just imagining him running a
peanut shelling machine for an afternoon and selling the
installation for a hundred thousand dollars--"
"A million, actually; we just had an offer."
"A million dollars? Someone wants to buy this pool of
nuts for a million dollars?"
"He'll keep half and we'll keep half."
"I'm in the wrong line of work."
"You and me both, Nigel."
They turned and walked towards Lance's office.
"How will the buyer remove the pool? The pool is in the
floor, right?"
"The pool qua pool doesn't matter as much as the peanut
qua peanut."
"Oh, of course: the peanut qua peanut."

They walked in silence together as they thought about
what qua meant.
"How many protesters do you think will participate?"
asked the guard.
"It really only takes a single person with a knife, cup of
acid, or a can of spray paint."
"That's true."
Lance reached inside his pocket and pulled out the photo
of Dermot Dermot:
"Here is the opposition leader: Dermot Dermot. He'll be
here tomorrow night--he works for the school."
"An inside job?"
"The administration is asking all faculty to come early and
help set up. Demeaning, but, necessary."
"So I should watch for this guy?"
"No; I don't suspect Dermot himself will do anything. He's
tried his best to welcome me into the school, but I don't trust him:
I believe he is working behind the scenes to push me out. His
mentee, or apprentice, is called Ruefulous Pugh. I'll find a photo
of him for you."
Nigel took Dermot's photo and studied it.
"So you think he's up to something?"
"Definitely."
"Should we talk to the dean or call in more security?"
"I've thought of that, but no. Not yet. I don't want to

appear afraid or incapable of handling the situation. I'm new to
this job, and I refuse to be sent back to Jersey or, worse, to the
Midwest. I want to handle this myself, but I wanted to
communicate with you candidly and clearly about the threat--if
there really is one. Only when we detect a real problem will I be
willing to call my superiors."
"That sounds reasonable."
"If Dermot or Rufus try anything, and we catch them, we'll
be praised for it and that will help us both."
"Nothing is going to happen on my watch, I guaran-darntee you of that."
"Color me assured."

ELEVEN
After sitting together in the cafe window and drinking
their beer, Dermot and Rufus walked to Dermot's Greenwich
Village apartment. They were sure that Tittiana had abandoned
her search and had returned to Rufus' mother's flat or had, who
knows, returned to her own home wherever that was--probably in
Hades, or in Brooklyn somewhere. Dermot ushered Rufus into the
building. They smiled at the doorman and entered the elevator.
Marble floors, glass walls, brass fixtures: Dermot's building was
on the high end thanks to his wife's money, although Dermot did
well himself working as a professor, critic, and fence of stolen
artwork.
"Moi building," said Dermot as they entered. "It is such a
killer commute to Central Park, but it is moi burden--we can't all
have a mommy who lives in the Upper East Side."
"Don't judge me based on my past; judge me based on my
potential."
"That's right, Rufus, your potential will lead to great
artwork."
"I can't wait for my voice to finish developing."
"I'm here for you."
"Thank you."
"Oh, my god, I just remembered, I have to call Brint."
"Who is Brint?"
"You'll love him: he's the one who painted me the fake

Hackney. You'll meet him at the studio tomorrow."
Dermot unlocked the apartment door and Rufus followed
him inside. The entryway was expansive, opening onto a large
living area with bar and adjacent kitchen. Large windows opened
onto a terrace with trees and potted plants. A stairway lead up to
the boudoir.
"It ain't much, but moi calls it home."
"It looks like the remodel is finally coming together."
"Don't even get moi started. Plus, the gardener forgot to
water the plants one week in July and he almost killed the trees.
Oh, moi god, right?"
"I don't understand plants."
"We will stay here tonight and head to the studio early
tomorrow."
"Is your wife here?"
"No, she's seeing her mother; we won't be disturbed."
"Oh, that's right: I remember you told me. I don't think she
likes me."
"Maybe that is because you walked in on her in the
shower? Oh, moi god, I mean, I haven't seen her naked in years,
so I wish I had seen her face!"
Dermot giggled as he walked to the bar and poured
himself a drink.
"You want anything?"
"Definitely: my art is feeling at low ebb; I could use a

restorative."
"You must be hungry, too... shall we break bread together,
you and I?"
"Why do you need to break the bread: why not just cut it?"
Dermot knew Rufus had no taste, so he poured Rufus a
blended whiskey. Rufus took the drink greedily and turned to look
around the apartment: the sofa was a rich stuffed leather that sat
facing a fireplace. On one side of the fireplace stood a bookcase
from floor to ceiling. The windows were also floor to ceiling. It
was everything Rufus had ever wanted in an apartment. Dermot
watched Rufus a moment, poured himself a single malt and went
to the kitchen to prepare dinner.
Rufus sat on the sofa and his eyes glazed over as he,
presumably, thought deeply about his life's work. He lay back and
absentmindedly toyed with his navel as he thought about
tomorrow: would he be able to pull off the heist? Would the
masses recognize his talent and reward him with all the things he
wanted once his impoverished artistic struggle were over: riches,
lots of hot women, a yacht, and a castle in a medieval village in
Europe? The simple life.
"Stop it," Rufus said as he rubbed his face in his hands and
stood up.
"What's that?" called Dermot from the kitchen.
"I'm just concerned about tomorrow: I need all my energy,
all my focus, but I keep thinking about my mother. There's this

recurring dream I have where she's dancing on a bar room table
with dollar bills in her panties."
"At least she is wearing panties! Mine never did--which
explains everything," Dermot giggled.
"Oh, god," said Rufus.
"It is hard to imagine, but even our own mommies had sex
lives, you know?"
"Please don't use rhetorical questions like that, Dermot."
Sometimes rhetorical questions make one think about
things one hasn't thought about and doesn't want to think about,
but before one know it, one is thinking about them and, by that
point, the damage is already done.
"I've always thought your mom was a squealer. Do you
know that term, Rufus--"
Rufus didn't hear the rest of the question: he ran out to the
terrace and consoled himself with the flora and his blended
whiskey. Although he didn't understand plants, at least they didn't
ask him rhetorical questions about his mother.
Dermot returned from the kitchen with a bowl of carrot
soup for each, a warm baguette, a bottle of Californian cabernet
sauvignon, Manchego cheese sliced paper thin, and a crumpled
pile of jamón only just sliced from the leg.
"My little wifie just came back from Spain--Rufus where
are you?"
"Out on the terrace."

"Why are you hiding out here?"
"I'm just looking at your plants: they are so... dirty."
"They are plants; they live in dirt."
"I know they live in dirt, but, I was just thinking about it,
you know, how dirty they are."
"Yeah, I guess dirt is dirty, huh?"
"I mean it is kind of disgusting: all that dead stuff just
dying and the little microbes eating it."
"Ashes to ashes and dust to dust."
"Dirt makes me think of existentialism and, you know,
how we will die someday, but how nice it would be to transcend,
but you can't, but you try."
"As I was saying, my wife came back from Spain and
she's obsessed, absolutely obsessed, with this leg of jamón. It is
just a leg of pig, really, but she's convinced it is more than a pig
because the pigs only eat acorns--the fat little bastards--and you
can taste the difference, etcetera. So, we have this leg of jamón in
the kitchen mounted in this sadomasochistic harness. Go see for
yourself. I was just imagining having two of them attached to my
ankles," Dermot giggled, "Wouldn't that be something? To have
your ankles harnessed like a leg of jamón?"
"Why would you attach a leg of ham to your ankle?"
"Not the ham: the sadomasochistic harness."
"What's that?" Rufus asked as he pointed at the jamón.
"This is jamón."

"What's jamón?"
"Jamón is what I've been talking about for the last half
hour, Rufus."
"Oh."
"Wine?"
"Yes, please," said Rufus as he quickly gulped down his
blended whiskey and offered the glass to Dermot.
"It is only Californian. Blah, but, that's what we have,"
said Dermot as he handed Rufus a wine glass.
"Oh," Rufus said as he set down his whiskey glass and
took up the wine glass.
"But with climate change, I suppose we can try different
regions, can't we? I mean, just because France was once the spot
of the earth with the best wine, doesn't mean that it will always be
the best spot: climates do change, don't they?"
"I don't really believe in climate change."
"Hahaha."
"The earth is annoying enough as it is, and now it is going
to start changing? Why can't nature just make up its mind? I
mean, that's why I don't like plants. They are dirty and then they
are always changing."
They sipped wine for a moment together.
"You know, Rufus, wine is made out of plants."
"Really? Well, I don't have to like the actual plant. You eat
meat, but I don't see any cows living in your kitchen."

"I do have a pig in my kitchen."
"You do?"
"Jamón is made of pig."
"What's jamón?"
"Oh, my god, Rufus, talking to you is like talking to a
goldfish."
"Why?"
"Because a goldfish can't remember anything from two
seconds ago."
"Oh. That reminds me of this great art film I watched
about a little clown fish who goes in search of himself and his dad
has to rescue him."
Dermot Dermot looked at Rufus for a few seconds with a
deadened expression as if something inside of him had died when
Rufus said "Finding Nemo" was an art film.
"Anyway, I think the introduction of viniculture in
America is a great development; it really shows how the seat of
culture--no pun intended, haha--isn't France anymore. Once,
maybe one hundred years ago, France was THE cultural center of
the world, but the city of lights isn't the brightest spot in the world
anymore."
Dermot gargled his wine pensively and massaged his
paunch.
"It isn't the best, I'll grant you, but it is good. It really is
good."

"What isn't the best? Paris or the wine?"
"The wine."
"I don't really know wine; I mean, like, I enjoy drinking it,
but I mean it is just an avenue for art, really. That's how I think
about all substances: even the substance of my own being: I'm just
an avenue for artwork!"
"How about panties, Rufus? Can you make art from
panties?"
"What about them?"
Dermot pulled Tittiana's sequined panties out of his
pocket.
"You kept them!"
"A great artist can make art out of any medium, Rufus.
Yes, even panties."
They drank the wine quietly and gazed at the fire. The
firelight sparkled off the sequins. A distant police siren wailed
from the street below. Rufus stood and walked to the window: he
looked at the darkening buildings of the cityscape in the
gloaming. He farted quietly and hoped that Dermot wouldn't
notice. It must have been the turkey sandwich from earlier.
"There should be a word," said Rufus, "for when the sun is
down, but there is still enough natural light to see by, you know,
like right now, when it is really beautiful."
"Twilight? Dusk? Gloaming?"
"No, not those. Some other word that is more... magical."

"Ah, well, magic."
Rufus walked back over to the couch and sat.
"Will you mentor me?" Rufus asked suddenly.
Dermot was silent for a moment as he thought about his
answer. Slowly, Rufus' fart wafted over to the sofa. Dermot
coughed, stood, and walked to the fireplace.
"Rufus, you read the Hackney article about the avantgarde: how it is dead. Our society needs artists of great potential,
important new voices that can speak out and challenge the status
quo. People are starving for good art, Rufus, while guys like
Davidoff Hackney and their ilk thumb their noses at everyone.
People like you and me are trying to make a difference in this
world and the masses need us, but Hackney damages our work."
"I agree."
"Hackney paintings sell for millions of dollars. How much
could we accomplish together with that money?"
"With a million dollars?"
"With five million dollars!"
"Wow."
"Think of all the good we could do with that money! Just
look at the Midwest, Rufus! Just look at all those stupid, Rightwing dummies who need an artist to challenge them, lead them,
save them from being so dumb. Something has to be done! We
need another great artistic leader, Rufus, and I'm searching for
that someone. I've dedicated my life to finding great artists and

nurturing them into greatness!"
"I want the same!"
"I believe in you, Rufus. I've never had a student with so
much potential! Everyday I awake praising the universe that I can
help you develop your voice."
"Really?"
"I'm exaggerating, but not very much."
"How much?"
"Not very much."
"So you will be my mentor?"
Dermot looked into his wine glass for a moment: he
dipped his finger in and fished out a gnat. He wiped his finger on
the mantelpiece.
"I could ask the same."
"You want me to mentor you?"
"No, I mean, why me, Rufus?"
"I don't know: you just know so much and I feel safe
around you."
"I'll tell you why: I think we found one another; I think the
universe is a strange, magical place and somehow the stars have
aligned so we could find one another. I need a student like you,
and you need a great teacher like me: together we will be
unstoppable."
"When do you think I can start making art?"
"When I tell you that you are ready."

"I feel ready."
"No; you need to take more electives first. You aren't
ready."
"But why do I have to take out so many school loans?
Can't I just start working?"
Dermot paused, giving thought to what he said next.
"I'm the first of my family to go to college. My parents
owned a farm in the Midwest, I'm embarrassed to say. I ran away
as soon as I could, of course, and made my way here to the city,
and through many trials, tribulations, and circus clowns, made
myself into the man you see before you today."
He paused, rubbed his paunch, and sipped his wine again.
"Rufus, you should be honored to take out school loans.
School loans are a small price to pay for you and me having the
safe space to work together on developing your voice. Only in the
university environment would you be able to have such a safe
space, or to have a meaningful dialogue, or a space to make
radical decisions and define yourself as an artist. Only here in
New York, and only together can you and I create the next avantgarde movement, and, think about it, history isn't going to look
back and see that you took out loans. History is only going to look
back and see all the wonderful work you accomplished."
"So, why don't we start working?"
"Because you aren't ready."
"I don't doubt you, but my mother is going to cut me off

financially. She warned me this summer that this would be my
last semester of art school and after this she would cut me off."
"That's a bluff; she knows you need to take more electives
to really become yourself artistically. Your voice is only halfdeveloped and, I mean, think about a butterfly, Rufus. If you pull
a butterfly out of its cocoon, you kill it. You have to let it struggle
or it won't become a beautiful butterfly."
"I'm still inside of my cocoon."
"The university is a cocoon where you can develop into a
beautiful butterfly."
"A butterfly of art."
"There are plenty of scholarships and things for you to
apply for, and maybe I can push to have you in a work-study
program. We'll figure it out. Together."
"I'm just nervous that it is taking too long to become a
great artist and I'll suddenly compromise and..."
"And what?"
"Move to the Midwest with someone like Tittiana and live
in a cul-de-sac."
"Maybe you should make art out of her panties? Fight fire
with fire."
"You don't know her: she's gasoline."
"That's a risk, Rufus, but I have to admonish you to
continue taking classes. Taking more electives is the only way to
develop your voice. You need these electives if you are going to

lead the next movement of artist in this country."
"But..."
"What does your heart tell you?"
"That I should take more electives and stay in my cocoon
until I'm finished burgeoning?"
"Follow your heart, Rufus, and find a way to make art out
of the panties the universe throws in your face. Rufus-sayspanties?"
Dermot finished his wine, returned to the couch, sniffed
the air, sat, and poured another glass.
"Now, Rufus, eat. I need you strong for tonight when I
have my way with you."
"...what?"
"I'm just teasing you!"
"Oh."
"I need you strong for tomorrow when we steal the
Hackney. You'll be my plus one at the gala, and I'm a little
nervous about Lance. I think I've deceived him, but I'm not sure.
He's a formidable rival."
Rufus ate. The carrot soup was delicious, creamy, with a
hint of garlic. As he ate, he didn't realize he dribbled soup on his
chin.
"You have soup on your chin," Dermot said as he licked
his thumb.
"Oh."

"Here, let me," and Dermot wiped Rufus' chin with his
thumb.
"I could use my napkin..."
"Hold still," Dermot said as he fluffed Rufus' hair. "There,
you are perfect again."
"Uh, thank you."
Rufus went ahead and applied his own napkin to his chin
and then reached for bread, cheese, and jamón. Dermot stood,
stretched his camel toe, and walked to the kitchen to refill the
soup bowls.
When they had finished their meal, Dermot moved closer
to Rufus, causing Rufus to cough a few times. Many people have
a safety word like Pineapple, Aardvark, or Tyrannosaurus Rex,
but Rufus had a light, dry cough he used to signal when he was
uncomfortable. Dermot didn't seem to notice the cough, and,
snuggling closer, opened a file of documents to show Rufus an
image of a Hackney painting and a few portraits of sundry artists.
"Oh," said Rufus, "before I forget, do you have any antiaging, double-moisturizing, hibiscus-and-goat-milk facial
rejuvenation cream?"

TWELVE
Brint's studio was spacious and light; the leather sofa, the
ornate rug, and the kitchen's bright copper espresso machine all
caught Rufus' eye--not all at the same time, of course, but Rufus
noticed each one, one at a time, and was impressed by each one in
turn.
"Wow, you have all this, and you didn't go to art school?"
"But," whispered Dermot, "he isn't a real artist."
No; Brint had not gone to art school and was therefore not
certified to be a real artist. He had moved to the city ten years
previously, staying in a moldy closet under a flight of stairs in a
rat-infested Brooklyn brownstone as he put in his time working as
a card shark, magician, and pickpocket around town. In his offhours, he painted and sculpted other artists' work and sold the
forgeries; the first time his forgery appeared on a museum wall he
laughed and decided to follow where talent led.
"No, why would I go to art school to learn what I can
already do?"
Rufus and Dermot looked at one another. It was sad seeing
how stupid someone else could be. Without a certification, Brint
would never be a real artist. Sure, his talent qualified him to do
art, but without certification, who cared?
"You've finished the Davidoff Hackney painting?"
"Yes; here it is."
Brint led Rufus and Dermot to a corner of the studio and

uncovered a large Hackney.
"Wow," Rufus said, "and you didn't go to art school?"
Brint walked back across the studio and lay down on his
sofa.
"I wanted to," he said, "but my mommy and daddy stole
my childhood."
"Mine too!"
"Rufus, please, now is not the time."
"Do you guys want to hear about the first time my daddy
molested me?"
"At least you knew him! Mine left before I was born."
"Rufus, please now is not the time."
"Or would you rather," Brint laughed, "hear about the time
he brought the goat to my room?"
"A goat!"
"Haha, you should see your faces, you two."
"Goat or no goat, at least you knew your father: I didn't
even know mine at all and my mom completely stole my
childhood. We should be friends!"
"Rufus, he's joking," said Dermot.
Brint laughed and sat up.
"Did you acquire the other items I asked you for," asked
Dermot.
"Yes, they are in the bag there."
"Rufus," said Dermot, "check the bag."

"So there was a goat or there wasn't a goat?"
"Rufus, just look in the bag."
Rufus took the bag in hand and pulled out a high-pressure
Montana spray can. The four-hundred milliliter can weighed
fourteen-point-one ounces and was seven by two-point-seven by
two-point-six inches. Rufus' hands were average size; but, the can
fit well in his palm giving him a sense that, yes, he could
accomplish great graffiti with this can of spray paint. The highly
pigmented paint was a nitro based spray paint with a durable
matte finish. The paint could be used for both interior and exterior
applications. Once applied, the paint would dry within a minute-if conditions were right.
It was the weapon system the American graffiti artist
preferred. This spray can, a few stencils, and artistic inspiration
were all Rufus needed to be an unstoppable force of
counterculture political messages.
"Is it satisfactory?" Dermot asked anxiously.
"Yes," said Rufus shaking the can of paint. The can's fourhundred milliliters jostled as the inner marble shook up the
liquefied, high-pressured, nitro-infused paint in preparation for
artistic expression.
The spray paint was designed to mark targets quickly and
at a distance without stray spray or dripping. There had been some
suggestion that it should be banned because street artists preferred
it, and the chemical composition made it just that much harder to

clean off walls. Brint had no personal view about the moral angle;
all he knew was that it was excellent for extended graffiti work
and that it made for quick, durable installations. He'd bought it
from a friend for cash and was certain the cops would never trace
it back to him.
Dermot watched Rufus shake the can.
"I would do this operation myself," said Dermot, "but it
would be too difficult: I need to schmooze during the gala."
"I'm going to enjoy this."
"I'm afraid it won't be easy, Rufus: the window of
opportunity will be very small: perhaps only five minutes."
Rufus smiled and uncapped the spray can; he walked to
Brint's brick wall-"No!" said Brint, but it was too late.
Rufus sprayed a tentative--yet rebellious--swath across the
brick; suddenly, feeling inspired by the fast-response, nitroinfused, high-pigment paint, which truly was matte black, Rufus
quickly sprayed a message in bold, artistic, all caps font across the
brick: "This massage is for you, Dermot!"
"A five minute window is plenty of time if I have this,"
Rufus said, playfully tossing the can into the air and catching it
with his other hand. He stepped back from his handiwork.
"Wow, Rufus, thank you for painting my wall."
"Rufus, that was super fast!"
"I know, right?"

"I think," suggested Brint, "it was a little too fast: did you
mean to write massage or message?"
"You can give me a massage anytime, Rufus," Dermot
encouraged and placed a hand on Rufus' shoulder.
"I wonder how I'll massage this message off my wall?"
Throughout this dialogue, Rufus was confused, but, when
he looked at his handiwork again, he saw that he had sprayed the
word massage instead of the word message--a subtle spelling
mistake which accounted for the dialogue as well as for why
Dermot Dermot was rubbing his shoulder lovingly. The fastworking artist had overlooked the fact that message is spelled
with an E and the word massage is similar but a little different
with the first vowel being an A instead of an E. Subtle, but still
different.
"In his defense, though," suggested Dermot, "it is hard to
write in all caps and spell correctly. How many of us have written
on whiteboards or chalkboards and misspelled things? As much as
it pains me to confess, I know I have in my classrooms. Can we
hold it against Rufus? I say, let he who has never misspelled cast
the first stone."
"I wrote in French; massage is French."
"I don't know if I'd change it, Rufus," said Dermot,
"there's something visceral about it."
"A Freudian spray," Brint said.
"Your unconscious mind wants to massage me."

"A Freudian spray?" Rufus asked.
"That's definitely a Freudian spray," said Brint.
"Some part of you," said Dermot, "deep down, wants to
reach out and touch me."
Rufus coughed as Dermot continued to massage his
shoulders.
"Brint, may we use your couch? I think Rufus should lie
down and tell us how he feels."
"That's a great idea; who wants a coffee?"
Rufus coughed again.
"Come, Rufus. Let's go to the couch."
"But, in French, message is spelled massage--"
"Hush, Rufus, hush. Come, let's get you on the couch..."

THIRTEEN
He kept mumbling something over and over so Tittiana
pulled her panties out of his mouth.
"What?" she asked.
"Nom, nom, nom," he said.
"Ugh, just tell me where Rufus is hiding and I'll let you
go," said Tittiana.
"I've always loved your taste in lingerie," said Klinex.
"Ugh," Titti said and stuffed her panties back into his
mouth.
Tittiana's earlier confidence had weakened: she had
assumed that she could buttonhole Rufus at the airport and force
him into a meaningful, committed relationship. The panties were
an idea she'd read in the fall season of Vague, but after Rufus
escaped in Greenwich Village, she had become despondent; this
would be harder than she thought. She knew her brother was
looking for her, and he would stop at nothing to find her and bring
her to heel, but she was through with that life: no; she would not
clean his apartment, wash his laundry, or take out his garbage any
more!
That life was dead to her: Rufus would save her and
Rufus' mother would give her a high-paying job in the family
business, which would eventually lead to Tittiana being the face
of Vague, which would lead--after a few years or once Rufus
inherited his mother's money--to a divorce with Rufus. Next, she

would marry a rich and famous actor. She had it all planned out in
her diary. Either that, or she would really love Rufus and live in a
small house in the Midwest and together she and Rufus would
raise two and a half beautiful children. She liked both ideas, but it
was difficult to know which one would satisfy her the most.
One thing she knew: the museum and the gala. That had
not changed. She still had access to Rufus' emails, but there had
been no personal communications the past day--nothing that she
could use to her advantage--but this wasn't necessarily a bad
thing: she could assume the plans were the same: an attack in the
museum the night of the gala. But which gallery exhibition?
Klinex was the logical target.
Titti pulled her panties out of Klinex's mouth and, before
he could say anything, she slapped Klinex across the face. Blood
appeared on his lip.
"I don't know anything about Rufus," he said.
"Liar!"
"Titti, please, when you said you wanted to hook up today,
I assumed--"
She slapped him again.
"Be stubborn, that's fine; I have all afternoon."
"I don't know anythin--"
She slapped him again; she was getting angry. Her
interrogation had been unsuccessful. She preferred subtle
emotional manipulation or hot seduction to the more aggressive,

physical violence, but she had seen her brother work on enemies
of the Russian mob so it came naturally to her. How many times
had she brought her brother beer during his interrogations? How
many times had he thrown it back into her face because it wasn't
cold enough? How many times-"Those days are over, Titti," she mumbled to herself.
"Titti, please, I still have feelings for you. I'm actually
enjoying being tied up with you and having your panties stuffed in
my mouth, but I don't know anything about Ruf--"
She stuffed her panties back into his mouth and began
pacing the floor.
A slow escalation was best; a patient torturer allows the
victim plenty of time to compromise and confess, plenty of time
to imagine the pain before it starts. It is best to put the tools of
torture within sight and let the victim's imagination gnaw at the
mind: fear is a powerful motivator, almost as powerful as pain
itself.
The problem was twofold: Tittiana didn't have much more
time, and Klinex's obsession with her wasn't helping.
She did not know when her brother would trace her
movements here to the museum, and she did not know specifically
what Rufus was planning or if he was even coming to the gala.
Perhaps he had placed a bomb and was miles away? She didn't
know, but she would find out. And soon. She opened the door to
the small office and pushed Klinex out into the hallway. He

mumbled; she removed the panties.
"What?"
"Nom, nom, nom," Klinex said smiling.
"Ugh," she said and stuffed his mouth with her panties
again. Tittiana had duct taped Klinex to an office chair she'd
found. He had been easy to seduce: she had offered him a little
romance in a broom closet--as if there was a broom closet in a
modern art museum. He was such an idiot.
"Sex devolves men into idiots: don't you know there is no
broom closet in this modern art museum? You deserve to be
slapped around for being so stupid."
Tittiana wheeled Klinex to his very own peanut gallery.
He mumbled something again.
"What?"
"Where are you taking me?"
"To see your art exhibition."
"I've already seen it."
"You know, Klinex, I've heard that you are allergic to
peanuts."
"Haha. That's silly; why would I make an exhibition about
peanuts if I was allergic?"
"Because you are stupid?"
"Haha, yeah, I would be really stupid to do that, huh?"
"Yeah."
Tittiana wheeled Klinex up to the pool of peanuts and

tilted his chair over the edge just a wee bit.
"Titti, you know I wasn't joking when I said I liked having
your panties in my mouth or when I said I love you or when I said
I never wanted to break up with you because you broke up with
me and I would love to give you anything you desire. Money? My
undying devotion? Small humans?"
"Tell me what I want to know!"
"All I know is Rufus is planning something: an attack on
my art show. Lance told me."
"Who is Lance?"
"The curator."
"Ah, yes, I know him. What else?"
"That's all. He said that Dermot and Rufus were planning
something!"
"Why?"
"Who knows? Jealousy? Lance said some crazy girl called
him today and told him."
"Haha! My boyfriend isn't jealous of you: this peanut
gallery is the stupidest art that I've ever seen. Haha. Some crazy
girl called him. Haha."
"Peanuts are stupid, right?"
"Rufus could do better, and he's not finished art school
yet."
Tittiana tilted the chair a wee bit more.
"DEAR GOD, PLEASE NO!"

"Klinex, who is the most talented artist in the world?"
"I DON'T KNOW, MAYBE YOU ARE? I'M NOT SURE
OF THE CORRECT ANSWER."
"Rufus."
"YES, YES, YES, YES; I AGREE, COMPLETELY! OH,
MY GOD, I WAS JUST THINKING ABOUT THIS TODAY
OVER MORNING COFFEE: RUFUS IS VERY TALENTED! I
WAS STIRRING THE SUGAR INTO MY COFFEE AND, AS I
REACHED FOR THE MILK, I THOUGHT, HUH, RUFUS IS
ACTUALLY LIKE REALLY TALENTED."
"Do you want Rufus to have your babies, too?"
"YES, YES, YES; I WANT RUFUS TO HAVE MY
BABIES, JUST PLEASE GET ME AWAY FROM THESE
PEANUTS."
"You should hear yourself: you coward. You honestly
think I believe you? You think I believe that you want Rufus'
babies? You don't even have a womb! How could you have
babies?"
"BY SURROGATE. I COULD DONATE MY SPERM
AND HE COULD DONATE HIS AND WE COULD HIRE
SOMEONE TO CARRY THE CHILD."
"Huh, that's not a bad idea... but unfortunately that makes
you sexual competition and I destroy competition."
"WAIT, I JUST REMEMBERED, IT IS IMPOSSIBLE. I
READ ABOUT IT IN A SCIENCE FICTION BOOK AND IT

ISN'T REAL."
"Good."
Titti stood silently for a moment thinking.
"I hadn't thought of that before," she said, "all I need is
Rufus' sperm: I don't actually need to seduce Rufus. I just need
sperm, nine months, a DNA test, and a good lawyer."
"I could help you with that, if you wanted. Tell you what,
if you release me from this chair, I'll go find Rufus right now and
get his sperm for you! How about that?"
"Wow, you would do that for me?"
"YES!"
"And just a moment ago you said you didn't know where
Rufus was!"
"I don't!"
"But you just said you would collect his sperm and bring it
to me."
"I spoke without thinking!"
"You do that a lot don't you?" Tittiana said and tilted the
chair more.
"YES, YES, I'M ALWAYS TALKING AND TALKING
WITHOUT THINKING FIRST! HAHA! IT IS JUST ONE OF
THOSE THINGS THAT I DO THAT I CAN'T HELP DOING! I
WISH I COULD, I REALLY DO!"
As he spoke, Tittiana placed a peanut into his mouth. He
began coughing and spit it out.

"I wish you had used salted peanuts for the installation."
"Please I--"
She stuffed another peanut into his mouth and held her
hand over his face forcing him to swallow it.
"Nom, nom, nom," she said.

FOURTEEN
Dermot and Rufus sat in the back of a cab and looked out
the windows as they made their way uptown to the university
gallery. The city looked just the way it always looks in
September, which is how it looks every other season, too: lots of
cement and glass. The only difference was how people dressed. In
September the city was hotter and the people dressed accordingly,
but in winter, because it was colder, they dressed according to that
different temperature. There was kind of a natural logic to the
thing if you thought about it, but that's about it, though, in terms
of seasons.
"How much do you know about what is happening
today?" asked Dermot.
"Just that there is a la."
"A la? What's a la?"
"Isn't it called a gay 'la'?"
"I don't know what you are talking about."
"Like a 'la' said by a gay. Like," and here Rufus did his
best impersonation of a gay person saying la, which he did
surprisingly well, "La!"
Dermot covered his face in his hands for a minute before
speaking.
"There is a word for a party, and that word is pronounced
gala, Rufus."
"A gay la. That's what I said."

"The word gala comes from an old French word, I believe,
that means 'to rejoice'."
"La!"
"No, gala."
"A gay la!"
"No, it isn't gay and la: it is a completely new word."
"Agayla?"
"Gala."
"Gaila?"
"Gala."
"I've never been good at French."
"Gala."
"Gaga."
"The reason we call this a gala is because donors will be in
attendance. Donors equal money. There is money on the table,
Rufus."
"What table?"
"Not a real table; I'm speaking figuratively... Donors will
secure Lance's," Dermot made no effort to hide his disgust for the
name Lance, "place at the school... unless we embarrass him and
turn the administration away from him."
"Gaila."
"If Lance is embarrassed, we will ensure that we continue
our work. Tonight's events will have lasting results this semester
and in the coming years. I cannot stress it enough: tonight matters,

Rufus. If we make a bold statement, as well as steal this Hackney
painting, I'll have carte blanche with the administration. Plus, if
we sell the Hackney, we'll have plenty of money to go on
sabbatical."
"We? You'll take me on sabbatical?" Rufus asked unable
to hide his excitement.
"You just focus on your end of the bargain," Dermot
smiled.
The cabbie drove aggressively through the traffic and
honked for no apparent reason. As they drove uptown, they
passed wide sidewalks full of tourists and business people: all
hurrying about their work, none of them conscious of the great
artist who was in the cab driving past them. The masses of people
were all unconscious of the deeper issues, all unable to do the
difficult work of an artist, all obeying the herd mentality. The
streets were full of trash: advertisements for porn, fast food, and
church. Newspapers, political manifestos, lost puppies, want ads:
a big mess of desires, impulses, and schemes. Everyone wheeling
and dealing, making it happen, burning the candle at both ends.
But not Rufus; no, he lay back on the cab seat and thought deeply
about what it meant to really be a great artist. He absentmindedly
fingered his bellybutton.
"You know," Rufus said, "it is good to be an artist, to
really know, you know? Instead of just kind of mindlessly, like,
obeying whatever impulse or suggestion or like, you know,

suggestion from whatever--the TV, or radio, or one's friends or
family--but to really be able to like articulate the deep insights
about existentialism."
They approached the school and Rufus could see the
museum and art gallery where their important work would
transpire that evening. The cabbie pulled up to the curb. Rufus
opened his door, got out of the cab, and stood on the pavement.
He looked up at the glass and concrete building. It was big. It was
the museum. It was the museum where he would make art.
"The avant-garde is dead; long live the avant-garde,"
Rufus murmured.
Rufus reached into the cab and pulled out his bag with his
disguise, a knife, spray paint, stencils, and forged Hackney.
Meanwhile Dermot haggled with the cabbie, bills exchanged
hands, and then Dermot exited the cab and stood with Rufus on
the curb: they turned and looked up at the museum together. The
museum where Rufus would make art. The big museum.
"Ready?"
"I was literally born ready, beotch," said Rufus as he
wiped sweat from his trembling upper lip.
"Don't call me a beotch or I won't take you on sabbatical."
"I didn't mean you!"
"It sounded like you were talking to me; I don't see anyone
else."
"I was vaping to the universe!"

"Vaping?"
"I always psych myself up by vaping."
"I'd rather you just smoke a real cigarette."
"No, like Beowulf does when he makes Fate his beotch."
"Oh, vaunting!"
"That's what I--"
"Rufus, my vanquisher, be not spoiled of your vaunted
spoils."
"That's what I said: vauping."
"No, you said vaping."
"I said vauping--I always take the French pronunciation
when I can: vauping."
"Here is a little something I put together for you in case of
emergency," and Dermot handed Rufus a brown paper bag.
"What is it?"
"A handgun. You might need it, who knows? And, if you
see Lance, shoot him in the ass once for me, okay? Haha. But
only if he can't see your face: I don't want it getting back to me."
"You are giving me a gun?"
"Just in case of emergency, but I need it back after, so
don't lose it. It is my wife's."
"But what do I do with it?"
"Just put everything into the Egyptian sarcophagus as we
planned."
They looked up at the building together. It was really big.

"We need a firm break with the past, Rufus. Hackney has
grown too arrogant and we need to humble him--and it won't hurt
to humble Lance as well. And, also, make a lot of money."
"Show me the money, beotch!"
"Pride comes before the fall!"
"And after fall is winter, beotch, and it is about to get
super cold up in here, what what."
Dermot covered his face in his hands and rubbed his eyes;
there was a moment of silence.
"I'm a little nervous."
"Do you want a massage?"
"I'd feel a lot better if you agreed to be my mentor, you
know, for real."
"We'll talk about that after."
"But what if I fail?"
"You'll be fine!"
"Say a positive word with me?"
"You want to say a positive word together right now?"
"I want to send out as many positive thoughts as I can into
the void and really, just, like, resonate with the universe."
"Okay, Rufus. Close your eyes."
Rufus closed his eyes and Dermot put his hands on Rufus'
shoulders.
"Dear universe," Dermot said, "thank you so much for
providing us with such a wonderful opportunity today to just

honor you for being the universe that you are and give us
confidence to root out inauthenticity. There are so many clichés in
this world. There are so many inauthentic people--Lance and
Davidoff Hackney are just two examples. Please give Rufus
confidence as he faces this difficult art installation today, and just
help him to just really, really be himself. Bless his hands,
universe. Bless his little hands as he uses them to be super
authentic. Awesome."
"Awesome."
"Was that positive enough for you?"
"So positive. Thank you."
They mounted the stairs, opened the front doors, and
entered the lobby. They were met by an attendant who signed
them in: Dermot and his plus one.
"Hi," said the attendant, "the museum is closed, so we are
confining you to the ballroom until later. You guys will help set
up tables and place settings. The donors should be arriving in
about two hours. And the gala will start."
"I love gailas!" said Rufus.
"Gala," said Dermot.
They passed through the lobby and entered a grand hall
which served various passages to various galleries and rooms.
They made their way to the ballroom. At the door they met Lance.
"Oh, hi, Dermot! You made it! Thank you so much for

coming early to help set up for the gala. That is just so super
helpful of you!"
"Gayla."
"I didn't realize I had a choice!"
"And who is this?"
"This is my plus one, Rufus."
"Rufus...?"
"Ruefulous Pugh. People call me Rufus."
"Rufus is my best student: he's very loyal, but hasn't
blossomed just yet. Potential, though. Lots of potential."
"Nice to meet you, Mr. Pew."
"It is pronounced pug like a pug dog; just ignore the H at
the end."
"Pew?"
"Pugh."
"Peught?"
"Pugh."
"He's just joking, Rufus."
"Pity your wife couldn't come, Dermot! I'm dying to meet
her!"
"Oh, she's sad to miss, but she's had to visit her mother
upstate. Hemorrhoids, you know."
"Why would I know about hemorrhoids?" Lance asked
breathlessly.
"What's a hemorrhoid?" asked Rufus.

"Don't you need to pee?" suggested Dermot. "Meet me
back here in a few minutes."
"I do need the bathroom: I need to poo. It might take me a
while. Twenty minutes maybe."
"Rufus, go poo poo," said Dermot.
"Mr. Pew," said Lance, "needs to do poo poo." He giggled.
"Do go do poo poo, Ruefulous Poo."
Rufus frowned, turned, and walked down the hallway
towards the bathroom. Lance signaled to the unpaid intern
working the front lobby to follow Rufus to the bathroom, but the
unpaid intern misunderstood the hand signal and made a rude
gesture of his own. Lance turned back to Dermot with a giggle on
his lips:
"I might have misjudged you, Dermot!" said Lance, "All
this time, I thought you were an enemy! And here we are
giggling!"
"Moi? Your enemy! I should hope not! I think your taste is
impeachable!"
Lance and Dermot giggled together as only those who
have sworn to destroy one another can. Suddenly, Lance stopped
to ask,
"Impeachable or impeccable?"
"Pardon?" asked Dermot innocently.
Rufus left them giggling together and walked quickly to

the bathroom: he didn't actually have to poo, but that was a good
excuse to get fifteen minutes alone time. The walk was not
challenging, but he was sweating and breathing hard by the time
he arrived:
"This is it; my moment of truth: the avant-garde is now or
never."
In the bathroom Rufus donned his disguise: a new jacket-identical to those worn by security--and put on a wig. He wiggled
a pair of tight leather gloves onto his average-sized hands and
wrapped a lanyard and key card around his neck. Rufus unrolled a
cloth package and set out his tools: a knife for cutting the
Hackney out of its frame, the can of spray paint, and the stencils
for tagging each of the portraits in the room. He rewrapped the
items and placed them into the bag. All was ready. Rufus looked
into the mirror. He breathed in and tried to steady his heartbeat.
He breathed out: it came ragged.
"I'm ready for--"his voice was an octave higher than
normal.
He coughed and breathed in again forcing his diaphragm
to draw more slowly and smoothly; he held his breath for a few
seconds and breathed out. Unfortunately, a little fleck of saliva
shot off his lip and landed at eye level on the bathroom mirror. He
reached up and wiped it off with a gloved finger.
"I'm ready for action," he said again, still an octave higher
than normal. He breathed again and held it: he waited a moment

for calm to descend--the familiar calm he entered whenever he
was about to create meaningful art. It was a gift and all his high
school friends had seen it and marveled.
This one time, Rufus had been on the dance floor during
prom night and had entered his calm space and danced, literally,
to the beat of his own drum--oblivious to, and even regardless of,
the fact that the music had stopped and everyone was waiting for
him to leave the dance floor so they could award prom king to
Kevin McAlester. The calm came from deep inside him, from a
place where no one--not even his own mother--could reach him.
They all had made jokes about it in school. Sure, it was true: the
way he would sometimes drool on himself was a little humorous,
even he could see that, but he was gifted with the rare ability to
reduce everything to the most simple elementary pieces. And they
were:
"Art, artist, and massage," said Rufus with a French
accent.
He breathed out again and this time without spittle. He
lifted his bag up onto his shoulder; he pushed open the bathroom
doorway and looked up and down the corridor: no one. He was
west of the Hackney exhibition. He would cross the Egyptian
exhibition with the sarcophagus and then Klinex's peanut gallery:
the Hackney was at the end of the corridor.
Rufus pulled out his phone to see the time. Darn it, it was
still dead. He had completely forgotten to ask Dermot for a power

cord. Now he didn't know what time it was.

FIFTEEN
Tittiana looked at her watch: it was getting towards the
arse end of afternoon and she was tired of waiting: there was no
telling where Rufus was, but one thing was sure: Titti missed him
something fierce. She missed his laugh, his smell, taking long
walks on the beach, and the way he held her in silence and
wrapped her in his arms.
She paced the gallery floor as she opened his email
account. If she'd looked at his emails once she'd done so a
hundred times in the past hour: nothing. Time was running out,
and, based on her calculations, she had maybe two hours before
the gallery opened. She had stolen a gala program, so she knew
she didn't have much more time.
She turned and looked back at Klinex. He sat drooling in a
chair beside the pool of peanuts. There was nothing else she could
do, except what she was doing now: stuff peanuts down his throat
hoping, praying he would give up his secret knowledge. Futile
threats. Curses. More peanuts. Nothing had worked. What could
she do? Redouble her efforts? Threaten more, curse more, stuff
more peanuts down his throat? And for what? She was no closer
to the man she loved.
"Anaphylactic shock, my arse," she spat as she looked at
Klinex. He wasn't dead, only uncomfortable. One of his eyes was
swollen shut and his ears were bouquets of cauliflower, but his air
passages hadn't sealed shut, so he could breath. It was a little

labored, but basically normal.
Tittiana had already spent the long summer months
without her Rufus; if she failed, she would have to return to her
brother and his sordid mob friends, and that just wasn't an option.
She was never going back to that life.
What was Rufus planning? A bomb? A theatrical flash
dance? Perhaps Rufus had a team of friends waiting behind the
museum and they would enter on cue to dance their artistic hearts
out? No, that couldn't be it: Rufus didn't have any friends.
What could she do, darn it? There were already people
milling around in the ballroom; she could hear them in the
distance setting up for the gala. Tittiana couldn't ask for the gala
to be stopped... unless, unless, a smile curved her scarlet lips:
"I could take the building hostage. I already have Klinex...
I could capture the workers."
She began pacing again, unsatisfied in this new angle of
attack.
The peanuts had ruined Klinex's mind, sinking him deeply
into unconsciousness. He bobbed to the surface now and again but
only to giggle or mumble a line of dialogue or a poem: nothing
useful; nothing about her Rufus. It didn't matter how many times
she had asked the same questions over and over again: where was
Rufus? What was he planning? Nothing and still nothing!
"Maybe I should call Lance again," she asked herself
bitterly.

"No," she sighed, "I feel like a woman who has hoped
beyond hope in the return of her lover, only to be thwarted in the
last moment. Her dreams of settling down in the Midwest with a
few kids, a dog, and Rufus..."
Tittiana unconsciously touched herself as her eyes glazed
over.
"Rufus... painting happily in his studio in the back garage.
Me, coming home after an afternoon of shopping at the local strip
mall, we meet in the kitchen. We speak sweet nothings, make tea.
Smile at one another. He asks me how much I spent; I lie. He
searches the bags and finds the receipt. I show him the little
lingerie that I bought, but, suddenly, in a spurt of passion, he
grabs me. Ow, you're hurting me, Rufus! How could you, he
yells! We don't have the money! Stop, stop, you're hurting me, I
cry! My new Chunel perfume wafts towards his nose. He grabs
me, only this time with a different passion. Oh, no, don't stop!
Yes, yes, rip off my shirt like that. Oh, Rufus! Yes, yes! I've been
a naughty girl! Yes!"
Tittiana threw herself to the museum floor with great
passion, caught up as she was in her vision of her Midwestern
future, and she began scooting her buttocks across the floor letting
her wild hair fan out around her. Her shirt came a good deal
unbuttoned and her hair caught up some debris as she scooted.
She rubbed her décolletages and moaned as she enacted her
Midwestern fantasy.

"Yes, make love to me on the linoleum floor like it was
the first time! Oh, Rufus, every time is like the first time with
you! You are so talented!"
"I guaran-darn-tee I ain't never see this before..."
Suddenly, finding herself in the presence of a security
guard, Tittiana stood up, smiled bashfully, and attempted to closer
her shirt, but somehow instead of closing, the shirt accidentally
fell completely off and there she was in her bra and trousers
standing in front of the museum security guard.
"Um, Klinex" she called, "There's a nice gentleman here
for you!"

SIXTEEN
Rufus was about ten minutes into trying to figure out
where the Hades he was; he had been sure he was due west of the
exhibition, but, in his attempt to walk directly to the Hackney, he
had found himself far afield in a distant corridor of the museum
with the Greco-Roman pottery. He liked pottery, he really did,
and hoped to take a pottery elective in a year, but, right now, in
the middle of a heist, it wasn't time to admire the artistry of
ancient peoples. He saw an information desk up ahead. He ran to
it. Good: it was as he thought: he found a map of the museum and
quickly oriented himself. He was sure he needed to walk directly
down this next corridor, and turn left and he'd have the Hackney
in sight.
The museum was dim, but not dark. The skylights let in
enough natural light for him to see, but not enough to make him
feel exposed. The corridors were silent except for the soft pad of
his shoes as he walked.
But what was that? He stopped suddenly and listened; yes,
there was someone talking. Up ahead he could hear someone
saying something. He crept closer to the turn and poked his head
around to see. Gosh darn it, there was a security guard and a
woman-"Wait, is that... Tittiana!"
Rufus broke out in a cold sweat and he lost all sense of the
calm he had so carefully cultivated in the bathroom. He turned

back and walked a few paces up the corridor he'd just walked
down. There was no way in Hades he was going anywhere near
Tittiana, not at this moment in his career. He turned back and
looked again.
"How will I get past her?" wondered Rufus.
Rufus watched Tittiana speaking to the guard; she
gestured at someone or something inside of the Klinex exhibition.
Suddenly, the guard moved and began walking back up the
corridor away from the exhibition. The guard was shaking his
head as if he had had enough artists for one day--or perhaps
enough for a lifetime. Tittiana stooped and picked up her shirt.
She rebuttoned it and, turning, disappeared into the Klinex room.
"There is someone with her," Rufus said to himself, "I'm
sure she's talking to someone. There has to be some reason she
was able to send the guard away..."
He had no choice: he had to pass the Klinex room on his
way to the Hackney and he didn't have much time. He needed to
return to Dermot within the next ten minutes or someone would
suspect him. Dermot and he had discussed it--and even timed a
few--and had decided that fifteen minutes was the absolute
longest anyone needed to take a poo. Rufus couldn't be away
longer than fifteen minutes or his alibi wouldn't hold.
He waited a moment more, keeping still, breathing slowly,
trying to clear his mind of everything but his artwork.
"Tune out every possible distraction: your mommy,

whether Dermot will be your mentor or not, whether you are the
next great artist or not, Tittiana, the gaila, the security guard,
Klinex, everything around you."
Rufus' breathing slowed, and he relaxed his back muscles
and squared his shoulders.
"Rufus, Tittiana is near, and she might creep up behind
you as you work, but nothing is as important as your artwork.
Force her away. Focus on your work and, just, like, do it!"
He breathed deeply. He breathed deeply again. And again.
A little smile embellished the corner of his beautiful artistic
mouth as if he had indeed put everything away except his art. It
was like a Mona Lisa smile and you could tell that he had done it:
it was just him, his paint can, his stencils and the avant-garde. He
concentrated on that: the avant-garde. The paint, the stencils, and
the expression of the idea. Nothing else mattered.
"Art, artist, and massage," he murmured.
Rufus took a step and calmly walked down the corridor,
and, without looking, boldly walked past the Klinex exhibition
and into the Hackney gallery. Rufus opened his bag, pulled out his
knife, flicked it open with a click, and stepped up to the four or
five million dollar Davidoff Hackney painting.

SEVENTEEN
Titti walked back to Klinex and sighed heavily. It hadn't
been hard to make the guard believe that she and Klinex were
having a tryst. His long history of male chauvinism predisposed
him to interpret the situation in only one way, and that
interpretation was only aided by a quick look at Titti's body. She
was super hot, which is common among insane women: the hotter
the body, the hotter running the mind, and Titti's mind ran at a
much faster clip than most--and overheated at the slightest
provocation. The guard had asked if Klinex was okay--he was
drooling and appeared unconscious. Titti had shrugged off his
concerns by saying that artists abuse substances: drool, lethargy,
and puffy eyes are all part of the game.
"But he has cauliflower ears."
"He likes to play rough," Titti said and balled up her hand
into a fist.
"I guaran-darn-tee I can see why."
"Why?" asked Titti and stuck out her décolletage a little.
The guard looked at Titti's body again before turning
away. He shook his head and walked back up to the ballroom.
Would that Fate had made him an artist!
Titti sat down next to Klinex at the edge of the pool and
put her feet into the peanuts.
"There is, they say, nothing that a single woman can do to
capture a man's love more effectively than cooking for him: 'The

way to a man's heart is through his stomach.' I've got to find a way
to cook for Rufus. I wonder if Rufus likes peanuts?"
Klinex drooled quietly.
"I've waited a long time for Rufus and I don't mind
waiting another hour to two, Klinex. He's going to be mine sooner
or later and there is nothing you or anyone can do. When I finally
catch up to him I'm going to cook for him. Yes, that's what I need:
a Romantic dinner--"
Suddenly, Titti became conscious of a subtle sound--a
hiss, followed by a rattle like someone was shaking a can with a
marble inside. There, the hiss again. And again the rattle. It was
almost like someone was spray painting nearby. She stood up and
cocked her head to one side listening: Yes, it was nearby--just in
the next room, or down the corridor.
She heard the hiss.
She smiled excitedly. She playfully nudged Klinex.
"Is that my Rufus?" she asked.
Titti stepped around the pool and walked to the door of the
gallery--forgetting all about Klinex who, in his lethargic state had
offered no resistance to her playful nudge: his body sagged to the
side and his weight slowly tilted the chair over until he toppled
into the pool of peanuts head first. Titti was too intent on listening
to the hiss to notice that Klinex was face down floating in the pool
of peanuts.
And that's when she smelled it: spray paint.

As in a dream, Titti walked to the next room. She stood
dumbfounded as she watched Rufus, the love of her life, move
from portrait to portrait. With one hand, he held up a paper stencil
to each portrait and with his other he worked a spray can. She
looked around the room and identified many beards already
painted on many of the portraits: French fork, ducktail, goatee,
imperial, van Dyke, anchor, Balbo, mutton, Verdi, Garibaldi,
Dutch, and the Bandholz beards covered the faces of the far wall.
Nearer to her, where Rufus was standing now, he worked through
his mustache stencils: As she watched, Rufus held up a fu manchu
stencil and applied it to a woman's face. It was so ironic.
Seeing Rufus from behind made Titti's knees a little weak
and she quietly walked to an observation seat in the middle of the
room and sat watching Rufus work. His tight little buttocks
moving to the rhythms of his artistic inspiration--soon Titti's own
heart beat in synch and her breath caught in her throat. She
watched as Rufus painted the toothbrush, chin puff, regular mo,
French style, horseshoe, handlebar, and Salvador Dali mustaches
on deserving portraits. Near the entrance to the Davidoff Hackney
gallery room, someone had posted a large paragraph of text
introducing the portraits to the general museum-goer. Next to the
text was an image of the text's author: Lance, the curator of the
museum, and Rufus' final target. Rufus approached the photo
calmly and, with a quick flick of his paint, added a Hitler
mustache to Lance's face. Stepping back, Rufus thought for a

moment and with a quick spritz of paint added the flaccid
combover that we all recognize Hitler to have worn. There, Lance
was done. Rufus lowered his paint can, stepped back from the
wall, and surveyed the Hitler mustache. He smiled; yes, this was
the avant-garde.
It was at this moment that Rufus felt someone approach
him from behind and slip something into his trousers.

EIGHTEEN
Good sex advice is hard to find and Tittiana had been
reading all the wrong sources. The whole bouquet of panties thing
had been the advice she had read in Vague magazine, which
wasn't the world's best source for wholesome relationship advice.
That summer an editor had ill-advisedly written a joke for her
young audience suggesting that they spice up their heterosexual
relationships by surprising their men with a bouquet of panties.
The editor hadn't stopped at panties; no, she had suggested that
men liked all manner of surprises. For example, a surprise finger
in the buttocks can work wonders for a heterosexual relationship.
The editor suggested that after a pickup basketball game, while he
absentmindedly scrambles eggs in the morning, when he is out
working on the car, or when he is mowing the lawn on Saturday
afternoon a loving girl can approach her man from behind and
surprise him with a show of affection. For many heterosexual
men, the backdoor is strictly off limits at all times, but especially
after basketball, during breakfast, when working on the car, or
while mowing the lawn on Saturday afternoon.
This was just such a time for Rufus. As Rufus stepped
back to survey his handiwork, Titti stepped forward, licked her
finger, and thrust it--and her whole hand--down into his trousers.
Rufus, of course, screamed a few octaves higher than a macho
man should (but he was overwrought at the time, so we must
forgive him) and immediately began a little dance as he

dexterously avoided the display of affection. Titti was excited, of
course, and her strong, well-moisturized, cross-training legs
responded quickly to skips, sidesteps, lunges, and squats, and so
the two danced together for some brief moments. As he danced,
Rufus dropped his spray can and twisted his body around to see
who this intruder was:
"Tittiana!"
"Hello," she said in her deepest and most sensual voice.
She reached up with her left hand--for it was the right hand that
was displaying the affection--and grabbed Rufus' neck and pulled
herself towards him. She opened her mouth as she came. Titti's
décolletage sandwiched Rufus' shoulder and, although his arms
flailed dramatically, they were useless.
"Tit--"
But her mouth smothered his in a wet kiss, and he was
silenced for a brief moment.
"Mmm," she said and let fly her tongue to flit about Rufus'
mouth like a happy songbird in the springtime flits about an apple
tree's boughs as the sunlight glints off the morning dew outside
your window and, as you awaken, you smell coffee and hear it
percolating on the kitchen stove and then your mom calls to you
saying, "Breakfast is ready!"
Well, for Rufus, the tongue wasn't so picturesque and he
didn't remain idle during this time; no. While his arms flailed
uselessly at first, he was quickly and dexterously wiggling his

hips and working his trousers down a space such that he broke
free from the intruding hand and, forcing his shoulder down deep
into Titti's décolletage--which was robust--Rufus swung out his
elbow and positioned his hand on her stomach. (All this while the
little songbird was singing away in the apple orchard.) Rufus
pushed against her stomach with all his existentialism, which as
we have seen was prodigious. For her part, Titti clung to Rufus
with both hands now, as the affectionate hand had been freed
from its task, and exerted all the strength her stalwart Russian soul
afforded, her décolletage heaving dramatically in the struggle.
As has been said, Rufus dropped his spray can when the
intruding hand had first connected with him. The can had rolled in
a small semicircle and wasn't yet out of reach. Rufus stepped on
the can as he struggled, slipped, and fell to the floor. The sudden
change of direction ripped Rufus from Titti's grasp. Rufus rolled
and rolled across the floor until he reached the spray can and
grasped it in hand. He flopped over on his back and prepared to
rise in all his existential fury--but she was already there. Not
content to let him roll away, she had taken strides to reach him as
he rolled and when he flopped on his back she stepped over him
and lowered herself atop his stomach saying, in a husky voice, her
décolletage still heaving excitedly:
"I'm making dinner for us tonight, but am not sure if you
prefer--"
Rufus grasped the can vengefully and with an artistic--if

not genius--flail of his arm tagged Titti across the eyes with the
spray paint. She involuntarily recoiled from the paint and Rufus
easily pushed her off his stomach and stood. Titti, temporarily
blinded by the paint, which marked her face like a large, black
mask across the eyes, was oblivious to Rufus' movements for a
moment, but she reached out and grabbed at his legs, smiled as
best she could at this new game he was playing with her.
"I was thinking Italian--"
Rufus sprayed again, but this time at her mouth. It was
some of the best work he'd done that day: part mustache, part
beard, with a June-says-sequin quality because the can was
growing empty and the spray came in spurts. Rufus stopped and
shook the can vigorously. The marble in the can shook up the
liquefied, high-pressured, nitro-infused paint in preparation for
one last artistic expression. The can gave forth a valiant effort, but
sputtered and, with a last few dribbles, consummated its work as
an artistic medium.
"Would you prefer Tex-Mex?"
Rufus bludgeoned Titti across the side of the head; he
kicked his leg free of her grasp and ran to the center of the room,
grabbed his bag, and sprinted for the door.
"Or a T-bone steak and potatoes?" Titti cried as she
scrambled to catch him, but, blinded as she was, she could do
little but grasp wildly about and Rufus avoided her easily.
Rufus ran up the hallway and entered the Egyptian gallery.

He approached the sarcophagus and, opening it, tossed in his heist
bag and the stolen Hackney. He closed the lid, turned, and ran.
Rufus sprinted up the corridor and back to the bathroom. He didn't
dare look back at the Hackney gallery to see what Titti was doing.
For her part, Titti blinked and blinked, tears came to her
eyes quickly because of the physical and emotional pain her
interview had occasioned. She sat sadly for some moments
contemplating what action she should take next. After a few
moments, she spoke aloud:
"He has to have a favorite food. Once I learn what it is--"
Suddenly, she stopped and listened: in the far distance, she
heard the sound of her own name yelled at the top of a pair of
lungs--a pair of lungs she had heard yell at her many, many times-and she stood up quickly. A cold sweat appeared on her forehead.
"Arseny!"
Her vengeful brother had found her. She clasped her hands
together and walked a few paces and stopped. A pistol shot
echoed through the museum.
She turned pale. Her brother had found her and was
shooting people in the museum.
A moment later, the fire alarm sounded with a loud wail.
Immediately Titti heard the sound of a pistol firing: four times.
"What do I do! If he finds me..."
She turned and turned back: she wasn't sure what to do.
She walked to the corridor and looked: nobody was in sight. She

walked up the corridor to find an exit, but suddenly stopped.
There, in the next room was an Egyptian sarcophagus. She walked
to it, tried the lid, opened it, and climbed inside.

NINETEEN
"TITTIANA!"
"Sir, this is a private event and I cannot allow you to enter-"
A fist silenced the poor fellow--an unpaid intern--and sent
him sprawling across the polished marble of the museum floor.
"Dermot, who is that?" asked Lance.
"I don't know..." said Dermot.
The two professors turned away from their work and
watched a large Russian-looking guy stride into the ballroom. It
was Titti's brother Arseny and he held aloft a leather bound
journal.
"TITTIANA!" Arseny cried at the top of his lungs.
"He's cute; why don't you handle him, Dermot? I won't tell
your wife," Lance giggled.
"Hi," cried Dermot, "Hello: can we help you?"
"Where is my sister?"
"Who is your sister?"
"Skinny man, shut up: I wrestle bears, so I will ask
questions solo."
Dermot rubbed his paunch thoughtfully: this guy was
threatening, sure, but it was great to be thought skinny.
"Okay, but I don't know who your sister is, so..."
"I said solo!"
"Okay."

"TITTIANA!" he cried again.
"Gosh, what big lungs you have!"
"You," Arseny said to Dermot, "will tell me where
Tittiana is, or you will tell me where Rufus is?"
"Wait, is your sister a blonde who runs like this," Dermot
mimicked Tittiana's run.
"Yes, you will tell me."
"But Rufus," interrupted Lance, "is right there: he just
came back from the bathroom and hid under that table by the--"
It was true: Rufus had only returned from the bathroom a
second before Arseny entered the ballroom. Quite naturally,
Rufus had immediately taken cover under a nearby table. For his
part, the Russian didn't like interruption. Arseny pulled out his
pistol, brandished it, and then fired a warning shot into Lance's
arse, which Lance had unwisely turned towards Arseny when the
gun first appeared.
"I said SOLO!" cried Arseny.
"Hemorrhoid!" cried Lance.
Dermot, of course, was very nervous at the sight of the
gun and jumped fearfully at the sound of the report, but upon
seeing Lance grab his arse, cry out, and fall to the floor in pain,
Dermot quietly said "YES" under his breath and shook his fists in
triumph. Hemorrhoids are pretty funny in and of themselves, but
when someone receives a bullet in the arse and then yells out,
"Hemorrhoid," well, that's really funny. But don't forget that

Lance was Dermot's sworn enemy, so it was really, really funny
for Dermot.
"You solo will tell me of this Rufus," said Arseny to
Dermot.
"You thug!" cried Lance.
"Did you know," smiled Arseny, "that the word bullet slug
and the word Russian thug have a similar epistemology?"
"Etymology!" cried Lance. The adrenaline from the pain
of the bullet--to say nothing of the hemorrhoid--had made him
fearless.
Arseny looked at Dermot a moment. He holstered his
pistol and opened the leather book he'd been holding the whole
time. He cleared his throat, and read in the broken English you'd
expect from the son of a Russian mobster:
"Oh, how I love him. Let me count all the different angles
of my love. I love him like a little puppy. It is so cute. It licks its
butt. It licks my face. I don't want it to lick my face, but it is so
cute. I can't stop it. Rufus is like that. Another way I love Rufus is
like panties. My panties are soft and I like them. I like Rufus. I
wear them everywhere and I have different kinds for the different
days of the week or for different activities. I go to the grocery
store. I go to dinner at a restaurant. I wear different panties. I want
Rufus to have all my panties. A bouquet of panties."
Arseny looked up, anger playing across his face.
"Give me this Rufus and I will give him a bouquet!"

Arseny pulled out his handgun again and waved it above
his head.
"Give me Rufus solo!"
Someone--probably an unpaid intern--pulled the fire alarm
at this moment. Arseny, hearing the alarm and seeing the alarm
lights blinking above the ballroom doorways, aimed his pistol and
opened fire. He dispatched each of the alarms in the ballroom,
which helped him feel in control, but the alarms throughout the
building continued to ring, which reminded him that his will was
not supreme. This angered the Russian all the more and he ran
into the museum in search of his sister and this Rufus person. In
his haste he forgotten to look under the table where Rufus was
hiding.
Once Arseny was out of the ballroom, Lance, Dermot,
Rufus, the rest of the faculty, all the unpaid interns, and the gala
crew exited the building. The fire department and the police
arrived. The police made a quick search of the building: they
found Arseny near the Greco-Roman pottery, his pistol empty but
his anger no less abated for that.

TWENTY
Rufus set the bag on the kitchen table and smiled. He and
Dermot were in Upstate New York at the hunting cabin Dermot
kept as a weekend get away from wife and city.
Earlier that day the two had followed the museum delivery
truck out of the city. Once they were in open country, they had
switched on an automated tire deflation device that Dermot had
custom ordered for the job. It had been easy to install on the truck
that morning. The device deflated a tire on command and could
quickly re-inflate the same. The driver pulled over, inspected the
flat, cursed, and called a towing service.
Dermot and Rufus arrived moments later in their own tow
truck and played Good Samaritans. Dermot inspected the flat, reinflated the tire, and retrieved the device. Rufus broke open the
back of the truck and slipped inside.
Rufus had about thirty minutes to search for and open the
Egyptian sarcophagus before the real tow truck arrived; he found
it quickly and retrieved his bag within ten minutes. He and
Dermot had climbed back into their tow truck, waved goodbye to
the driver, and, wordlessly, driven to the cabin. They had seen no
one for the past hour; the roads were seldom used and there were
no traffic cameras anywhere.
The plan had gone smoothly and the Russian had helped.
It had been wonderful to watch Lance receive the bullet in the
arse, but the news about the graffitied Hackney gallery had been

an even deeper blow. Lance's face went a shade more pale and the
light left his eyes. He was carted off to the hospital to await
whatever punishment the administration would deliver.
After seeing Lance's face, Dermot had turned to Rufus, his
eyes full of pride. Rufus would remember that look for the rest of
his life: Rufus knew he had earned his place in Dermot's heart and
that Dermot had finally accepted him as a mentee. Sure, nothing
had been clearly defined yet and there was no official label on
their relationship, but Rufus knew that the menteeship was his and
soon he would be a real artist. With Dermot at his side, there was
nothing holding Rufus back from becoming the next great artist,
the new avant-garde. Not even his own mother could stop him
from reaching his full potential.
Once Klinex's body showed itself bobbing in the pool of
peanuts, everyone knew that Arseny had accomplices, but no one
suspected Rufus or Dermot, and the Russian mob connection
made it difficult for the police to take action. Klinex took a steroid
to the arse and, once his windpipes opened again, he mumbled
something almost inaudible about Russian women. A sketch of
Titti's face appeared in the morning paper. She was still at large:
she had hidden in the museum somewhere until the next day when
she was caught on tape fleeing the scene. She had vanished
mysteriously.
"Rufus, will you do the honors," asked Dermot as he
pointed to the heist bag.

"No, please, I stole it for you."
"This day," said Dermot, "will be remembered for years
among the avant-guard, Rufus. Today is the first day of a new
generation pushing the envelop."
"I'm going to lead my generation to places less traveled,
places like Paris, London, probably not Moscow... Rome, and Rio
de Janeiro: places where I can eat chocolate from a real street
vendor!"
"Rufus?"
Dermot held a pair of pink panties in his hand. The
cylinder was empty: there was no Davidoff Hackney painting in
the bag.
"Rufus, where's my Hackney painting?"
Rufus grabbed the cylinder and looked inside: empty.
Dermot held up the panties for Rufus to see; Rufus blinked at
them: they were about Tittiana's size and the lace embellishments
looked like something Titti would wear on a Tuesday or
Thursday.
"I put the Hackney in!"
"Rufus!"
Dermot lunged at Rufus and brandished the panties.
Rufus jumped backwards just in time: the panties cleft the
air near where his face had been. Dermot lunged forward again
and swung wildly. The panties connected. Rufus felt the sharp
sting of the fabric slapping his face and somehow a sequin landed

in his eye. Rufus stumbled backwards and his heel caught against
an end table. He fell on his buttocks in the middle of the floor.
Tears filled the be-sequined eye.
"Tittiana. It was Tittiana!"
Rufus wept.
Dermot brandished the panties again for a second blow,
but then lowered his arm, but then raised it again, but then
lowered it again, and then raised it again as the anger ebbed and
flowed. Finally, Dermot balled up the panties and threw them at
Rufus's face. The panties unfurled and, slowing, landed on Rufus'
knee.
"She surprised me at the gallery; she tried to put her finger
in...in..."
Rufus had trouble saying it.
"In my buttocks! I sprayed her in the face with spray
paint... but she liked it. She liked it, Dermot! What could I do? I
ran. I did everything right. I was courageous and full of positive
thoughts. I was sincere and authentic. I was awesome!"
Dermot walked to the liquor cabinet and poured out a neat
scotch whisky. He drank it, poured another, then another, and then
another: finally things started feeling better. He poured one more
for Rufus, walked over to where Rufus sat on the floor, and
handed him the glass.
"You'd better drink."
"Dermot, I swear, I followed my heart!"

"Drink."
Rufus raised the whisky to his lips and drank a trembling
sip.
"Does this mean you won't mentor me?"
"Yes, yes, now just give me silence!"
Dermot walked to the liquor cabinet and poured himself
another neat whisky.
"Yes, you won't, or yes you will?"
"Rufus--" and here Dermot said that same immoral word
that Rufus had learned to accept as part of his normal, everyday
interactions with his loved ones. Dermot poured out the rest of the
whisky bottle into his glass and drank it. He set down his glass,
walked to the front door, took his keys off the hook on the wall,
and said,
"Come on, Rufus."
"Where are we going?"
"We need more whisky."
Rufus didn't move; tears still ran down the one cheek
because of the sequin.
"Come on, Rufus, we must restore ourselves!"
"For what?"
"Our next art project..."
Rufus stood slowly.
"So you will mentor me?"
"It will be called Rufus-says-panties."

Rufus stopped frozen in place: all the color drained from
his skin.
"You'll transform panties into art--specifically, you'll
transform her panties into my Hackney."
"But, but..."
"Rufus-says-panties!"

THE END
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